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Abstract
Offender profiling has become an increasingly important tool in criminal investigations. The
current research took an expansive multifaceted empirical approach to the profiling of child
molesters through investigative psychological methodologies with additional perspectives
investigating concomitant clinical implications. In doing this, offenders were thematically
differentiated based on their behaviors at the offense. The quality of the differentiation was
tested, and the distribution of offenders across the derived themes was developed. Associations
between the Massachusetts Treatment Center Child Molester Three, Axis One (MTC:CM3 A1)
were assessed. This process was repeated for offender characteristic variables which were also
thematically differentiated. Finally, behavioral themes and characteristic themes were assessed
for a potential relationship. The entire analysis was done separately for both single offense
offenders and recidivist offenders. Single offense offenders and recidivist offenders are
empirically compared at each level of the analysis. The study derived a mechanism of profiling
offenders through four themes across two levels. The study associated characteristic themes with
decision two, axis one of the MTC:CM3, and revealed that history of offending reflected
decision one axis one of the MTC:CM3. The results are discussed in terms of their applicability
to criminal investigations and clinical evaluation.

Keywords: offender profiling, child molestation, investigative psychology, psychopathology
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Clinical Profiling of Child Molesters: Thematic
Differentiation of Crime Scene indicators and Correlations to Psychopathology
Introduction
Building an offender profile from behavioral and psychological manifestations at a crime
scene offers unique challenges both in research and application. The crime scene is more often
than not a heterogeneous and complex milieu of explicit and canonical variables, producing
confounding and dynamic interactions with each other based on the presence and strength of
different indices. Some of these variables may be meaningful, some not, some may be pertinent,
while others are misleading. These characteristics often make crime scene analysis formidable
for both the researcher and the criminal investigator, and this is especially true in the offense
behaviors of individuals who sexually offend against children. However, recent advances and
novel methodological approaches have paved the way for making research in this realm practical
for the scientist, and empirically objective for the investigator. These approaches, rooted in the
field of Investigative Psychology (IP), have allowed for the empirical analysis of complex crime
scenes through the taxonomic and spatial interpretation of the numerous variables found at a
crime scene. By quantitatively assessing a qualitative set of crime scene variables in this way,
behaviors can be thematically differentiated to introduce homogeneity in an offender sample and
allow for a clearer understanding of the offense behaviors. Additionally, quantitative assessment
can provide testable groups of offenders for further research. After empirical assessment and
typologizing in this manner, clinical psychological theory and evidence can be utilized to further
our understandings and knowledge of the offender’s behaviors, psychopathology, etiology,
prognosis, and the best treatment options. Whilst simultaneously aiding investigators who pursue
these offenders, by providing information that can aid in interacting with these offenders,
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investigating their crimes, interviewing their victims, and making more efficient their
investigations.
In cases involving sexual abuse against children, these methodologies can be particularly
important, given the numerous pathologies underlying child sexual abuse (CSA) offenses.
Concerning these difficulties, the current research will not only attempt to amalgamate offenders
thematically but also aims to determine psychopathology from crime scene behavior by assessing
statistical correlations with a clinically-based classification and treatment scale, the
Massachusetts Treatment Center Child Molester Three (MTC:CM3) (Knight, Carter, & Prentky,
1989). The current research combines both investigative profiling techniques with clinical
taxonomic analysis by introducing the MTC:CM3 to psychologically profile an offender’s
pathology, rather than alone attempting to determine the correlations to just an offender’s
characteristics. This being said, empirical approaches to offender profiling require substantial
knowledge in the subject matter in order to test the theoretical bases of the sample of offenders
sought to be analyzed. Therefore, better understanding this multifaceted approach involves
understandings in offender profiling, knowledge on CSA, background on the current literature
and typological theories of offenders who sexually offend against children, understandings in
how these crimes are investigated, how profiling can be of utility within these investigations, and
how offender profiling research and findings can be implicated in clinical, legal, and
investigative settings. In addition, we assess the importance of this research by recognizing the
impact that such offenses have on its victims.
Literature Review
Offender Psychological Profiling
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Offender profiling involves deriving a psychological portfolio of an offender based on the
offender’s behavioral manifestations at the crime scene (Douglas, Ressler, Burgess, & Hartman,
1986; Canter, 1995). The benefits of psychological investigative profiling include but are not
limited to investigators being able to better predict future behaviors, know possible past
behaviors and criminal records, link separate crime scenes through the process of linkage
analysis,1 better interview suspects, calculate the risk of re-offense, determine the best treatment
options, narrow suspect pools, better interpret salience within crime scene characteristics,
determine subject demographics, improve litigation outcomes, locate crucial evidence, put
together the chronology of a crime scene, effectively delegate and distribute resources during an
investigation, and determine strategies for apprehension (Gerberth, 2015; Canter & Youngs,
2009). Figure 1 depicts a functional and foundational model of offender profiling as reflected by
the most salient features of its interpretation and manipulation in the literature over time
(Gerberth, 2015; Canter & Youngs, 2009; Douglas, Ressler, Burgess, & Hartman, 1986; Canter,
Figure 1
Functional Forensic Psychological Profiling
1995; Schlesinger, 2009; Canter, 2004). As depicted, this is a multistep process that begins with
an analysis of the crime scene as well as a methodical collection of all the information it may
retain such as victimology, signature, modus operandi (M.O.), forensic pathology reports, and
the nature of the crime. This leads to several processes that allow an investigator to make use of
these resources. This includes interpretation, empiricism, and proper investigative and detective
work which ultimately leads to conclusions and decisions in the latter part of the process. Lastly,
profiling is a dynamic and ongoing process that includes feedback loops for new pieces of

1

The process of linking multiple crimes to one offender by identifying behavioral similarities between the offenses
(Woodhams, Hollin, & Bull, 2007).
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evidence and alterations in the criminal profile based on any new evidence strong enough that it
may call for these types of alterations (Burgess, Ressler, & Douglas, 1992; Schlesinger, 2009).
Much of the current work in crime scene analysis involves attenuating on the criminal
behaviors manifested by the offender at the crime scene. Such things as undoing,2 staging of a
crime scene, and modern investigations on signature and ritual in sexually-based offenses
(Schlesinger, Kassen, Mesa, & Pinizzotto, 2010; Russell, Schlesinger, Leon, & Holdren, 2018;
Schlesinger, Gardenier, Jarvis, & Sheehan-Cook, 2014; Schröer & Püschel, 2006). Another field
of work closely related and complimented by the empirical work mentioned thereof is called
Investigative Psychology (IP). This is a field of research developed by Canter (2004), with the
aim of improving the degree of empiricism and scientific methodology in the taxonomic
classification of offenders, as well as improve the way psychology is integrated into the law and
particularly, criminal investigations.3 Important to note is that IP is a psychological field that
aims to contribute to offender profiling practices and does not alone characterize the entirety of
offender profiling. However, IP’s overall aim is to provide an empirical framework for the
psychological intervention of police work, and it is not limited to offender profiling, as it also
involves the assessment of behavioral consistency, offender differentiation from crime scene
analysis, and linkage analysis. In addition, it suggests procedures for the decision-making
processes at the investigative level. As mentioned above, the field of IP targets three main areas
of analysis it finds most useful when it comes to criminal investigations. The first is offender
profiling, and as mentioned earlier, involves determining offender characteristics from crime

2

A symbolic and psychological reversal of a crime. Often seen in homicide, where an offender may clean the
victim, dress the victim, or engage in other behaviors that symbolically reverse the symbolic gravity of the crime
(Russell, Schlesinger, Leon, & Holdren, 2018).
3
Although both traditional work and Investigative Psychology (IP) work contributes to the empirical knowledge on
offender profiling, IP, developed by Canter (2004), adopts a particular set of principles that make it unique from
traditional research.
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scene action. The second is known as differentiation, which aims to taxonomically classify
groups of offense types based on themes presented in criminal behaviors. The last area of
investigation is linkage analysis, wherein this research aims to contribute to empirical knowledge
on how investigators can link a series of crimes together based on the crime scene behaviors
(Canter, 2004). Nonetheless, (IP) looks at criminal behavior as a whole and attempts to utilize
research and scientifically based empirical findings to assess salience in criminal behavior,
consistency within criminal offending, offender behavioral differentiation, and empirically
supported inference, to improve decision making and resources management at the level of the
investigator (Canter, 2000; Canter & Youngs, 2009). This novel approach to offender profiling is
still being integrated into the psychological field of offender profiling which has originally
looked more closely at cognitions, psychopathology, and offender motivations to ultimately draw
conclusions about offenders.
Offender profiling was a relatively superficial, unknown, and undisturbed field until
investigators from the FBI in the 70s and 80s began systematically utilizing profiling to aid in
serial crime investigations. Much of this work was based on experience over empiricism,
however, it showed to be relatively useful, particularly in serial offenses with limited leads for
investigators to pursue; such is the case when victims and offenders have no underlying
relationship (Douglas & Olshaker, 1999; Ressler & Shachtman, 1992).4 The foundational work
on offender profiling identified two major concepts that assist in the process of crime scene
analysis and the subsequent development of an offender profile. The first is Modus Operandi
(MO). MO refers to the actions that a perpetrator uses in order to successfully commit the crime
and ultimately achieve an end goal with success (Douglas & Munn, 1992). These aspects may

4

The development of IP was influenced by the need for empiricism in the field (Canter, 2004).
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involve striking under the cover of darkness or cutting telephone lines before committing a home
invasion, using a weapon to control the victim, or disposing of a body at an alternative location
from where the murder occurred. As noted, these behaviors are executed with underlying
logistical aims. As a result of the functional purpose of MO behaviors, they are notably dynamic
and always changing as the suspect learns and becomes more adept at his/her crimes. For
example, a perpetrator that once disposed of bodies in whole form may begin to dismember the
bodies for scattering as this may inhibit positive victim identification (Hazelwood & Warren,
2017). The second crime scene indicator important for analysis is personation. Personation
involves the perpetrator's manifestation of their psychological and emotional needs at the scene,
going beyond the necessary actions to commit the crime and often not contributing to the
successful commission of the crime. For example, the Compensatory Rapist may ask the victim
to go on a date after the assault (Ressler, Burgess, & Douglas, 1992). This is the result of the
perpetrator expressing an aspect of their rape fantasy wherein the victim falls in love with the
perpetrator. When the perpetrator does this, it is not important for the commission of the crime, it
is merely a way of gratifying their psychological desires. When personation is repeated from one
crime scene to another, it is called ritual (Schlesinger, Kassen, Mesa, & Pinizzotto, 2010). When
the ritual embodies a similar pattern that can be attributed to a specific offender’s behaviors, it is
called signature (Schröer & Püschel, 2006). Signature, being a unique manifestation of the
perpetrator’s psychological needs at the crime scene, often remains relatively stable and within
an identifiable theme between crimes, however, such manifestations have been noted to become
more refined or intense with time, as an offender begins to elaborate on the psychologically
satiating aspects of their crimes (Keppel & Birnes, 2009; Harbort & Mokros, 2001).
Complicating this understanding, recent literature has suggested that signature may be difficult to
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ascertain from a crime scene and can be more variable than what was originally understood, this
being the result of the situational confounds of each of the crimes within a series, the aberrant
propensities of offender’s psychopathology, and the contextual nature of homicide (Bateman &
Salfati, 2007). Research suggests that most serial sexual homicide offenders will reveal ritual at
the scene of the crime but only a small percentage will engage in exactly the same ritual (which
would make it signature) from one crime scene to the next. Rather, most of the ritualistic
behaviors will generally be thematically similar (Schlesinger, Kassen, Mesa, & Pinizzotto,
2010). It is also important to recognize that MO and signature may superficially overlap but are
still quite different. Experienced investigators Douglas and Munn (1992) of the FBI’s Behavioral
Analysis Unit tell the story of two different bank robbers. The first bank robber made the
employees at the branch undress during the robbery. The second bank robber made the
employees undress and pose in sexually provocative positions during the robberies. In the first
bank robbery, the suspect used the tactic as modus operandi, having the bank tellers focus on
their embarrassment rather than the identifying qualities of the robber, and further buying him
more time because surely the tellers would dress before calling the police. The second bank
robber used the tactic because it was sexually gratifying. Since it was not only unnecessary for
carrying out the robbery but also personally gratifying, the latter incident is a manifestation of
signature. Nevertheless, although MO and signature may seem to overlap, when closely
analyzing their characteristics a distinct line delineating the two concepts can be observed.
Much of this original work produced applicable findings and had meaningful
contributions both in terms of criminal investigations and in the study of criminal behaviors from
the perspectives of the social sciences. However, a lot of this work lacked empirical validity. IP
and offender psychological profiling have become increasingly important tools in criminal
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investigations and although having a relatively recent history, these processes have shown to
advance these practices in the empiricism and scientific methodology that were originally absent.
In identifying MO and signature through the use of empirically validated studies, investigators
and social scientists may be able to draw inferences about offenders with more scientific validity.
A major difficulty in this, however, is the problem of the third variable. The analysis of
behavioral manifestations are seldom clear cut, and there will likely be a number of variables that
contribute to a single behavior in varying degrees and strength, and this is a two-way road. In the
field of IP, Canter (1995) has developed the actions to characteristics equation to conceptualize
offender profiling, wherein, an offender’s actions exhibited at the crime scene can lead to
inferences about the offender’s characteristics. However, the field of IP recognizes that crime
scenes are inherently complex, and the manifestation of an offender’s characteristics is never one
to one. Rather, a multitude of offender actions can correlate to a number of different
characteristics, resulting in the canonical relationship between the actions and the characteristics
(Canter, 1995). This relational concept was the reason for the development of empirical
strategies in the methodology adopted by IP, including the use of multidimensional scaling.
Although much of the earlier work had focused on serial homicide, its recent advances in
methodology, particularly with IP, have allowed offender profiling to be applied within various
categories of crime, especially sexual offenses. Canter, Hughes, and Kirby (1998), through the
use of thematic differentiation, do exactly this with the offense behaviors in child sexual abuse.
Other IP research has proven useful in differentiating offenders within homicidal contexts based
on the meaning of the offense to the offender themselves, such as instrumentality or
expressiveness in the aggressiveness of the offender (Salfati, 2000). And finally, much empirical
work has been done on linkage analysis through empirical crime scene analysis (Davies &
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Woodhams, 2019). Nevertheless, offender profiling has come a long way since its formative
years and the introduction of empirical methodologies, as well as a more coherent set of
fundamental guidelines, have allowed its growth to be better served in terms of research, and
objective empiricism within its production and application.
Understanding Child Molestation: Phenomenology and Epidemiology
Understanding the basic epidemiology and phenomenology of sex crimes against children
is crucial and foundational for conducting research on the offenders of these crimes. Crimes
against children, particularly sexual in nature, often have complex implications for research, and
these implications must be fully understood in order to have an objective understanding of the
current research and analysis we aim to produce. This being said, consistent research in this
realm is often inhibited by definitional variability. To better understand the statistical results of
research on this subject matter, recognizing definitional inconsistencies is critical. In other
words, statistical results and interpretations are subjected to the definitions adopted by the
researchers and these definitions can oftentimes be highly variable. Usually, differing definitions
are the result of understanding different types of sexual abuse against children; they may, for
example, be alternative interpretations by organizations or governing bodies, or they could be the
result of different echelons of law; so, it is important to be aware of this. Furthermore, the
statistical approach to understanding the gravity of child sexual abuse (CSA) can be essential in
recognizing the breadth of these issues. Lastly, understanding how the sexual abuse of children
impacts the victims of these crimes is keystone in further recognizing not only the gravity of the
issue from an epidemiological perspective but also an individual psychological perspective. By
having a working definition of child molesters, being knowledgeable on the epidemiology of
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these crimes, and understanding how far-reaching these crimes are to its victims, lays the
foundational framework for understanding the phenomenology of CSA.
As mentioned thereof, research on CSA is highly variable due to definitional implications
that must be addressed. According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC),
CSA involves a person less than 18 years of age who becomes involved in sexual activity that
“violates the laws or social taboos of society”. The definition involves the child not fully
comprehending the nature of the abuse, does not or is unable to give informed consent, or is not
developmentally prepared for and cannot give consent (CDC, 2020). This displays the CDC’s
definition as falling in line with The World Health Organization’s (WHO) definition, which
defines CSA as:
“the involvement of a child in sexual activity that he or she does not fully comprehend, is
unable to give informed consent to, or for which the child is not developmentally prepared and
cannot give consent, or that violates the laws or social taboos of society. Child sexual abuse is
evidenced by this activity between a child and an adult or another child who by age or
development is in a relationship of responsibility, trust or power, the activity being intended to
gratify or satisfy the needs of the other person.”
(World Health Organization, 2003)
Problematic is the CDC’s adoption of different inconsistent definitions in additional publications
dated not too long ago. For example, the CDC has defined CSA in the past simply as “any
completed or attempted sexual act, sexual contact with, or exploitation of a child by a caregiver”
(CDC, 2008). Questionable with the CDC’s definition of CSA is that perpetration was limited by
the term “caregiver”. This definitional inconsistency and others were recognized in research by
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Murray, Nguyen, and Cohen (2014), and in an effort to correct this, they decided to develop a
comprehensive and coherent definition of CSA by deriving various definitions from different
publications and authority sources such as UNICEF, the CDC, and the WHO. These researchers
posit that CSA can be defined as involving sexual acts between an adult and underage child, as
well as the sexual exploitation through coercion, abuse of a position, and misuse of the trust of a
child. In this definition, sexual exploitation is pertaining but not limited to engaging in sex acts
with a child, prostitution, use or creation of abusive images of a child, causing a child to witness
sex abuse or sex acts, solicitation of a child for sex acts, observing sex acts of a child, and
facilitating or profiting from the aforementioned behaviors. In terms of child molestation
specifically, Finn and McDonough (2015) define it as an umbrella term encompassing several
actions including but not limited to the sexual abuse, assault, and sexual exploitation of a child.
The current research seeks to study child molestation in terms of contact offenders, however,
understanding these definitional variations is critical for interpreting the existing literature and
the current work’s implications in this existing literature. With these interpretations in mind,
however, child molesters can be defined as being persons who illegally participate in the sexual
abuse or sexual exploitation of a child. The actions a child molester can take range anywhere
from sexually explicit physical contact with a child to viewing child pornography digitally, hence
encompassing nearly all of what has been previously defined. Nevertheless, by bringing to
fruition a working and coherent definition of child molestation and hence the child molester, the
current work can be approached in transparency, consistency, and reliability.
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The nature and scope of child molestation are upheld by epidemiological studies on its
prevalence. Pereda, Guilera, Forns, and Gómez-Benito (2009) conducted a meta-analysis on
studies that assessed the rates of CSA and included studies that both define sexual abuse as the
only contact, and studies that included

Figure 2
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U.S. and maintained by the Children’s Bureau, child sexual abuse in 2018 was 7% overall
(Children’s Bureau, 2008-2018). As seen in Figure 2, the rates of child sexual abuse have been in
relative decline over the past 11 years. The data is limited in that children who experienced other
forms of maltreatment in combination with sexual abuse are not included in this statistic, just
CSA alone. Nevertheless, the general trend in abuse can be derived from this data (Childrens
Bureau, 2008-2018). Other research suggests the lifetime experience of sexual abuse rates to be
26.6% for females and 5.1% for males for victims aged 17 years or younger in the U.S.
(Finkelhor, Shattuck, Turner, & Hamby, 2014). A meta-analysis by Finkelhor and Jones (2012)
on the trends of child sexual abuse shows a relative decline over time both in survey data and
reported data from state agencies since the 1990s. This in mind, however, child sexual abuse is
incredibly underreported due to a significant lack of disclosure by victims within their lifetime
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(John Jay College of Criminal Justice, 2004). Of further issue is sexual abuse that may not be
reported until far after the crimes have been committed. Moreover, research suggests that less
than 50% of all sexual assaults are reported to police at all (Melmer & Gutovitz, 2020).
Nevertheless, the severity of child molestation becomes even more prevalent when
understanding the psychological effects that victims suffer as a result of these crimes. Although
not instrumental for profiling offenders, understanding the significant effect that such crimes
have on its survivors deserves recognition and awareness.
Mental health outcomes and maladaptive psychopathology in the survivors of CSA have
been well-researched. Some of these adverse effects involve suicidal ideation, depression,
anxiety, and eating disorders (Goldney, Eleonora, & Anne, 2009; Weiss, Longhurst, & Mazure,
1999; Chen, et al., 2010). Furthermore, high-risk behaviors such as promiscuity, drug, and
alcohol use, and somatic symptomology have a high prevalence. Some of the somatic
symptomologies involve chronic pain, fatigue, and headaches. Much of the somatic symptoms
are more closely related to physical-contact sexual abuse, nevertheless, the somatic symptoms
are evidenced both in adolescence and adulthood (Friedrich & Schafer, 1995; Bovanie, van Gils,
Janssens, & Rosmalen, 2015). In adulthood, victims of CSA often experience depression and
anxiety at much higher rates, along with low self-esteem, and heightened anger and hostility.
Adulthood survivors may also experience difficulties in developing romantic relationships and
may become sexually aversive. The development of personality disorders is also prevalent in this
population (Easton & Kong, 2018; Fergusson, McLeod, & Horwood, 2013; Springer, Sheridan,
Kuo, & Carnes, 2003; Finkelhor & Browne, 1986). Finally, the most psychologically damaging
CSA offenses tend to be intrafamilial (Sirles, Smith, & Kusama, 1989). These pathologies often
stem from disruptions in the development of the self, the development of natural interpersonal
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attachments with family and peers, and the attempt to cope with severe trauma which develops
into severe psychopathologies in the future, such as dissociation (Molnar, Buka, & Kessler,
2001; Feiring, Cleland, & Simon, 2017). The traumagenic dynamics model developed by
Finkelhor and Browne (1985) posits that traumatic sexualization, powerlessness, betrayal, and
stigmatization are at the etiological root of developmental pathologies from CSA. Traumatic
sexualization involves the development of inappropriate cognitions secondary to sexually
traumatic experiences. Such as when a child is rewarded with affection, attention, and gifts in
exchange for sexualized behavior, it may create averse conditioning associations or maladaptive
social learning cognitions. Powerlessness refers to the child’s continual deprivation of control,
choice, and privacy at the hands of the abuser. Betrayal involves the victimization at the hands of
someone they previously trusted, wherein someone whom they loved or trusted violates that trust
with callous disregard. This is more so the case when family members are the abusers but can
also be present in the context of a stranger or acquaintance offender. Finally, stigmatization
involves the shame, guilt, and additional adversities that the child may experience after the
abuse, all of which impact the child’s self-image. This can be strengthened by both the abuser
and the survivor’s peers. It may even be rooted in the child’s existing knowledge or
understandings of sexual activity (Finkelhor & Browne, 1985). This model is still widely
accepted today and has been foundational in psychopathological research on these issues (CollinVézina, Daigneault, & Hébert, 2013). In sum of this, the psychological effects that sexual abuse
has on children are incredibly significant, life-course-persistent, and ranges a broad swath of
serious and debilitating mental illnesses. Continued research on psychopathologies related to
child sexual abuse can prove useful in the treatment of these symptoms.
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Child molestation is a serious and debilitating problem. Through understanding the
definitions and contexts of child molestation, comprehensive conclusions can be drawn from the
epidemiological research. This epidemiological research suggests decreased recorded rates, yet
still an extraordinarily strong presence. Further research explains the importance of recognizing
the poor reporting and disclosure rates, and how this variable can have a significant effect on the
statistics produced regarding this crime. Lastly, a victimological approach was assessed, and a
review of the literature revealed numerous adverse psychopathologies that develop as a result of
CSA and these pathologies can occur in childhood, adulthood, or be experienced in both; hence
being life-course-persistent. By having foundational knowledge in these three facets of child
molestation, an understanding of child molesters can be assessed in detail.
Child Molesters: Perspectives on Typologizing
Child molesters are a heterogeneous group of offenders that can be delineated into
subgroups based on crime indices, psychopathologies, suspected etiologies, motivations, and
numerous other perspectives. For example, some may harbor a pedophilic interest in children
while other offenders may not have a particular deviant interest, some may groom, and others
may spontaneously abduct. For these
reasons, various typological scales have
attempted to address these complexities and

Figure 3
Groth, Hobson, & Gary (1982) Classifications
Regressed

Fixated

further understand these offenders, by
introducing homogeneity into this realm for
the purposes of research and treatment. These scales being the Massachusetts Treatment Center
Child Molester third revision (MTC:CM3), the FBI’s typologies, Groth, Hobson, and Gary
(1982) fixated-regressed Scale, and others (Groth, Hobson, & Gary, 1982; John Jay College of
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Criminal Justice, 2004). Groth, Hobson, and Gary (1982) interpreted sexual deviancy to be on a
spectrum as seen in Figure Three. On one side of the spectrum is the regressed offender who
retains no sexually deviant attraction towards children, and on the other side is the fixated
offender who retains substantial sexual attraction toward children and children only. This model
has been influential in the development of the latter more specified models as will be mentioned
later in this text. Nevertheless, understanding the vast pathological diversity of these offenders,
their motivations, and psychopathologies is important for understanding how offenders may
exhibit behavioral evidence at the crime scene, carry out their crime, and deposit psychological
evidence.
Figure 4
The research that attempts to typologize child molesters

FBI Typologies by Lanning (1992)

recognizes a psychopathological continuum that represents an
offender’s level of attraction towards a potential victim, as was
introduced by Groth, Hobson, and Gary (1992). On one and of
the continuum, offenders are deemed preferential or fixated. On
the other end of the continuum, offenders are regressed or
situational. Preferential and fixated insinuates an offender with a
sexual preference for children. Regressed and situational
insinuates an offender that offends against children
instrumentally, and for reasons such as opportunity, contextual
control, or availability. One of the most notable classification
models is the FBI’s, which aims to be of utility in police
investigations (Lanning, 1992). The FBI built their taxonomic system from the experiential
evidence of seasoned investigators. They specify two major umbrella typologies with a number
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of sub-typologies, as portrayed in Figure Five. The major types are the situational and the
preferential offender. The situational offender tends not to have a consistent sexual attraction to
minors. Rather, much of their behavior is a result of other psychopathological factors, such as
low self-esteem, environmental stressors, and poor coping skills. Hence, these offenders do not
specifically have an attraction to children but will utilize children as sexual objects to satiate
other psychological motivations. The sub-typologies include the regressed offender, who
generally offends against children due to availability, wherein the child is a mere substitute to
satiate sexual gratification. The morally indiscriminate offender is another situational offender;
however, this offender’s psychopathology tends to be reckless and callous-unemotional, and this
offender generally offends against anyone. This offender also tends to be sadomasochistic. The
sexually indiscriminate offender is situational as well, however, this offender is generally not as
callous as the morally indiscriminate. This offender will mainly be motivated by sexual
experimentation. The last situational offender is the inadequate offender. This individual offends
against children because they are usually not psychosocially confident enough to maintain
normative sexual interactions with persons of their own age. Their psychopathology involves
low social competence, yet they tend to have a built-up, hyperactive libido and retain aggressive
impulses that are released and subsequently manifested within their crimes. On the other side of
the spectrum are the preferential offenders. These offenders have a sexual fixation for children
and tend to be pedophilic. There are three major sub-typologies of the preferential offender, the
first being the seductive preferential molester. This offender utilizes grooming and manipulation
to lower a child’s inhibitions. They will take advantage of a child’s typical craving for attention,
trust in adult figures, and desire for affection. Moreover, they typically have several victims that
they offend against in the same general time frame. These offenders will ultimately manipulate
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their victims and once the child reaches an age where the offender is no longer interested, the
offender cuts ties. The second preferential sub-typology is the introverted offender. This
individual has poor social skills and hence cannot effectively groom and manipulate children as
with the seductive offender. This offender utilizes brief encounters with children to satiate
his/her sexual desires, often offending against very young children. The last and most dangerous
preferential offender is the sadist. This offender not only has sexual preferentiality for children
but also can only satiate their sexual desires through the use of psychological or physical pain.
Such an offender is more likely to murder their victims (Lanning, 1992). Interestingly, the FBI
also created rapist typologies, and previous research done by Goodwill, Alison and Beech
(2009), found that the FBI’s typologies of rapists were more effective in investigative profiling,
with the MTC:R3 following close behind. Nevertheless, although the FBI child molester
typologies can be informative, they are experientially based and lack specificity. Because they
are written by experienced investigators that utilized anecdotal evidence to produce these
typologies, more extensive research must be conducted to both code and then statistically
validate them. Furthermore, it could be exceedingly difficult to validate these typologies as they
can be indistinct in some cases and they also call for a particularly detailed and large sample to
differentiate effectively. For these reasons, the FBI sample may have too many confounds to
quantify numerically for empirical purposes in the current study.
Knight, Carter, and Prentky (1989) developed a dimensional approach to the
classification of child molesters known as the Massachusetts Treatment Center Child Molester
(MTC:CM3), currently on its third revision. A major goal in the development of this
classification system was to be able to systematically operationalize a classification scheme
within a clinical sample of such persons, and ultimately reduce the heterogeneity of these
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populations to better serve them for research

Figure 5

and treatment purposes. Nevertheless, the

MTC:CM3 Classifications

MTC:CM3 has been revised to fit its
applications and has also been empirically
supported over the years (Schaaf, Jeglic,
Calkins, Raymaekers, & Leguizamo, 2019;
Knight, 1989). This dimensional
classification system provides two axes for
understanding and is laid out in Figure 6.
Axis One involves two decisions. The first is
the level of fixation, this being either high or
low. The second is the level of social
competence, also being either high or low. In total, Axis One has four types of offenders, starting
from Type Zero to Type Three (left to right). Axis Two involves making a decision on the
offender’s amount of contact with the child. If there was a high level of contact with the victim,
the second decision is if the meaning of that contact was interpersonal, or if the meaning of it
was narcissistic. If contact is low, then the clinician must determine if the amount of physical
injury to the victim was high, or low. Whether the physical injury to the victim is high or low, a
decision must be made on if that injury reflects a high or low level of sadism. Hence, the
topology of Axis Two allows for six offender types. These offenders are the interpersonal,
narcissistic, exploitative, muted sadistic, non-sadistic aggressive, and sadistic offenders. The
design of this classification system makes Axis One independent from Axis Two, allowing for a
more precise classification, wherein each classified individual receives a separate Axis One and
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Axis Two classification (Prentky, Knight, & Lee, 1997; John Jay College of Criminal Justice,
2004).
Although an incredible amount of work has been done on the typologizing of offenders, it
is either mostly experiential such as the work by Lanning (1992) or is vested solely in clinical
work, treatment, and assessment, such as the MTC:CM3. Regardless of this, non-empirical
conclusions can be drawn from these profiles, and offender typologies can be observed to share
relative features in the characteristics of their crimes including the nature of the sexual abuse and
the means by which the offender obtains a victim. The psychopathological nature of the different
types of offenders may be reflected in the crimes they commit based on superficial observations
and conclusions about those offenders. Looking at MTC:CM3 Axis Two offenders, for example,
the interpersonal offender may caress, and fondle; the narcissistic, non-sadistic aggressive, and
the exploitative offender may commit non-phallic sadistic sex; the muted offender may commit
sodomy, and the sadistic may commit sadistic sex.5 All offenders, except for the interpersonal
offender, may offend against a stranger, and the narcissistic offender has the potential to offend
against a known victim as well as an unknown victim (Prentky, Knight, & Lee, 1997). Looking
at social competence and modus operandi (MO) in offenders; low social competence is a risk
factor for an offender obtaining a victim through abduction (Lanning, 1992). Particularly,
abduction tends to occur with offenders that lack the psychological acuity to manipulate people
around them, or they may even be described as individuals who are overtaken with sudden rage
and aggression. In the year 2011, 105 children were abducted by non-familial offenders, in the
U.S., 80% of whom were detained overnight and in 63% of those cases, sexual assault was

These conclusions do not include incest offenders, as a reconceptualization of the offender’s behavioral
manifestations would have to be taken into account here.
5
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involved, whereas in 16%, the abduction was related to sex trafficking (Wolak, Finkelhor, &
Sedlak, 2016). Most other offenders utilize grooming to access victims, and some offenders will
utilize this type of behavior in great specificity and procedure, while others are more superficial.
Grooming is more often the case than is abduction. Grooming involves manipulation that
seduces the victim through desensitization of sexualized behaviors, the weaponization of
affection and attention, and the malicious building of the child’s trust. The stages of grooming
often involve victim selection, obtaining physical access to victims, producing emotional bonds
with the victim, and the desensitization of the victim to sexually explicit actions that usually
progress in severity. Unfortunately, these stages of grooming are very difficult to identify by
third parties and go unnoticed for the most part (Winters & Jeglic, 2016). The issue lies within
the outward presence of the behavior, which can seem innocent, as the grooming behavior is not
explicitly sexual in nature and mainly revolves around the offender gaining access to the victim
both physically and psychologically. Van Dam (2006) argues that offenders are often socially
skilled and retain manipulative addict-like personalities that relentlessly target victims, and are
undiscoverable to the untrained observer. Making this behavior even more difficult to spot is the
offender’s method of victim selection within grooming. Offenders often seek victims that are
most vulnerable and have temperaments that would be easily manipulated. These offenders may
practice grooming with several victims and then choose the most vulnerable out of their sample
(Gladwell, 2012). This grooming behavior is merely a precursor with the intent to sexually abuse
the victim in the future, however, some grooming behaviors may be noted as inappropriate if the
observer notes it in the proper context. Interactions such as lap-sitting, wrestling, conversations
with the intent to build uncalled-for trust, disregard for the child’s privacy, and many more
actions are all typical behaviors that are not necessarily found within typical adult-child
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relationships and can be more insightful with a skeptical perspective (Bennett & O'Donohue,
2014). A more extensive MO in grooming behaviors often extends beyond the victim and may
occur to the victim’s family as well. This is often necessary for the offender to gain access to the
victim. The offender will attempt to build a friendly identity and hence a resilient bond with the
family; however, this identity is merely a fraud, constructed to serve the offender’s greater goals
(Wolf & Pruitt, 2019). Nevertheless, this precursory behavior is often essential in an offender's
access to their victims, and is generally complex in nature, representing an offender
psychopathology that is malignantly advanced and goal-oriented; and most concerning is that
that these indicators are often difficult to spot.
Upon basic and superficial understanding, offender typologies can allow for conclusions
to be drawn as to the characteristics of the crime that the offender may commit and even the MO,
particularly that of child molesters. It is important to recognize though that law enforcementbased typologies, such as the FBI's, are not based on empiricism, and this is a significant
shortcoming that IP has been striving to combat for quite some time. By effectively making
empirical, offender profiling, we can not only test but also determine probable crime scene
behaviors. The current research seeks to utilize the typologies and further build on them to
introduce empiricism in such a way.
Victimology: Understanding the Victims to Understand the Offender
A crucial aspect of offender profiling is victimology. Victimology involves exhaustively
studying the victim in an effort to better understand why that victim, in particular, became the
victim of a particular crime. Aspects of the victim studied include their demographics, lifestyle,
personality, employment, friends and family, handicaps, and more. By assessing these questions,
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investigators can further understand the risk level of the victim,6 as well as better understand the
type of offender that would offend against this victim (Schlesinger, 2004). Victimology is crucial
for developing offender profiles, and it has been a particularly successful practice in serial
homicides where the victims may not know the offenders (Gerberth, 2015). Investigators can
look at victim characteristics and begin to question what type of offender would offend against
that type of victim. Was the victim high or low risk? Is victim selection consistent across crimes
or is the victim selection random? In what way may the victim have been exposed to the
offender? Why would the offender choose such a victim? These are all questions that
investigators ask themselves when conducting an investigation and developing a rough
understanding of the type of offender they are looking for. By assessing these facets of crime,
they can understand offender psychopathology and motive (Crime and Victimology, 2013).
When it comes to the sexual abuse and exploitation of children, victimology can offer
important insight into the offender. Generally, child molesters are not strangers, they are
individuals that spend a lot of time with their victims and the victims’ families. Of the cases
reported to law enforcement, 34% of offenders are family members, 59% are acquaintances, and
7% are strangers. This is in comparison to an adult victim, who is more likely to be victimized by
a stranger than a family member (Snyder, 2000). Rebocho and Gonçalves (2012) offer
interesting insight into the victim selection of child molesters. Manipulative offenders are the
most common type of offenders. Their victims are usually acquaintances because this tends to
provide a direct benefit to the predators as trust has already been established. Because of this,
they can lure the victim to locations where the offenders have maximal control, and although a

6

Risk factor involves calculating how much of a risk at becoming a victim of a crime the individual retained prior to
becoming a victim of the specific crime (Schlesinger, 2004).
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significant amount of control is exhibited, these situations are often high-risk situations to the
offender due to the existing relationship between the victim and offender. Further, offenders
targeting adolescent victims are more likely to offend against adults as well, indicating an
offender that may not have pedophilic interest but opportunistic interest in the victim. The
opportunist offenders as described thereof, are usually consistent within gender but not in age
when it comes to victim selection. Other offenders such as the coercive offender, typically target
strangers and involve low-risk situations to the offender, such as remote locations (Rebocho &
Gonçalves, 2012). Certain vulnerabilities within child victims may also be exploited by
extrafamilial predators. These vulnerabilities include social isolation, familial troubles, and
psychological vulnerability (McAlinden, 2006). A victim may also be selected based on physical
attractiveness to the offender, and Winters and Jeglic (2016) identify this as a possible aspect
within the victim identification stage of grooming. Nevertheless, victimology offers investigators
additional psychological information as to the type of offender they may be dealing with and also
offers empirical approaches to analyzing victim-selection behaviors. This in turn is crucial for
better serving criminal investigations and working more diligently in identifying and preventing
these behaviors. This is because although random victim selection has historically been seen as
an adversarial characteristic to an investigator, such a variable provides a great deal of
information to the social scientist. The current study seeks to approach this victimological
material as an aspect in profiling such offenders.
Child Molesters: Understanding Pathology and Etiology
Child molesters are not always pedophiles and pedophiles are not always child molesters.
For a diagnosis of pedophilia, the APA (2013) requires that the patient have sexually intense and
sexually arousing fantasies or behaviors involving sexually explicit behaviors with children 13
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years of age or younger. This main diagnostic criterion must have lasted for a period of at least 6
months. Although many child molesters who have a primary sexual interest in children may
qualify for this diagnosis, not all child molesters offend against children due to a sexual
attraction towards them, as non-pedophiles may utilize children to satiate other
psychopathological desires (Seto, 2018). Such characteristics reflect the heterogeneity of motive
on more of a broad scale, further emphasizing the need for behavioral and psychological
thematic differentiation of these offenders. As seen with both the FBI typologies and the
MTC:CM3, such offenders can be classified beyond the level of fixation. The taxonomic
approach to grouping child molesters proves helpful in making this group homogenous for the
purposes of research and understanding. However, the FBI’s approach tends not to emphasize
the psychopathology of offenders, rather, their behaviors and causative etiologies are emphasized
within this model. This is inversely true for the MTC:CM3. An understanding of the child
molesters’ pathology can be useful in a variety of ways, including but not limited to proper
treatment, understandings of motivation, cohesive understanding of behavior, better individual
assessment, and generally, a comprehensive psychological approach to working with the subject
matter. The current study seeks to comprehensively link offender behaviors to offender
pathology via the MTC:CM3.
Regarding the etiology of this type of offending, a great deal of motivations can lead to
an offender choosing to victimize a child. Pedophilia is a significant factor in explaining child
sexual abuse (Seto, 2018). Some research has suggested that about half of all child sexual
abusers qualify as having pedophilia (Fromberger, Jordan, & Müller, 2013). The etiology of
pedophilia is not fully known, and many of the current theories are diverse and inconclusive
Some studies suggest neurological morphometric correlates, such as Cantor et al., (2008) who
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found that bilateral white matter deficiencies within the temporal and parietal lobes correlate to
pedophilic interest. Further, specific neural areas associated with sexual processing have been
shown to be activated preferentially in people with pedophilic interest, however, it is unknown
whether this is causal of the pathology or secondary to it; nevertheless, it is differentiating
(Ponseti, et al., 2012). Aside from the stimulation of sexual-processing areas in the brain,
interestingly, researchers have found orbitofrontal hypoactivation to occur in pedophilic
populations. This perhaps indicates some type of causation, as the researchers suggested a lack of
functional connectivity within this inhibition-controlling region of the brain, which is associated
with advanced cognition (Schiffer, et al., 2008). These neurological predispositions may explain
some of the etiological underpinnings of pedophilia and the acceptance or even endorsement of
deviant thoughts. However, other theories have posited perspectives with a focus on social
learning as well as conditioning. Seto (2018) makes an interesting connection between
developmental plasticity and conditioning, wherein the sexual activity of an adolescent is
conditioned and that this conditioned psychological response in the pedophile is unchanged and
inflexible as the individual grows older. Toates (2009) describes this as a possible representation
of the hyperactivation of low-organization and primitive cognition. This lack of cognitive
activation and plasticity in conditioning could be supported by the latter evidence presented in
this text on frontal hypoactivation and its association to pedophilic interest. Wherein, normative
morphometric structural development is slowed in localized areas of the brain responsible for
sexual interest resulting in the halting of the progression of psychosocial sexual interest.
Nevertheless, the combination of both biological correlates and risk factors along with some
prominent theories positing social learning implications certainly promulgate a diathesis-stress
approach to the etiology of pedophilia. Finally, in applying this to child molesters, sex offenders
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need to be assessed in their entirety because, as mentioned earlier, not all child molesters have a
pedophilic interest.
Interestingly but unsurprisingly, psychopathic traits are found to be higher in child
molesters both pedophilic and non-pedophilic, versus pedophiles who have not sexually offended
against a child (Strassberg, Eastvold, Kenney, & Yana, 2012). These results imply disinhibition
as a prominent characteristic of committing these crimes against children. Research often finds,
with substantial significance, that many sex offenders have prefrontal cortical damage (Stone &
Thompson, 2001). Burns Russell and Swerdlow (2003) report of a patient with a right
orbitofrontal tumor who had a sudden onset of impulsive sexual behavior including the
collection of child pornography and sexual advances toward his underage stepdaughter. These
biological risk factors can be predispositions to the offending against others in a sexual manner
and may explain the situational offending against children, but support is relatively lackluster
concerning the explanation that the patient developed a sexual preference for children secondary
to this neuropathology. In terms of psychology, the APA (2013) further emphasizes antisocial
traits to be a temperamental risk factor in acting out against children. Moreover, some research
supports a sexually abused-abuser hypothesis, finding that sex offenders are more likely to have
been sexually abused previously, and this was seen with heightened quantitative significance in
offenders who offend against children (Jespersen, Lalumière, & Seto, 2009). This is certainly not
to say that victims of sexual abuse are likely to become sex offenders, it is merely suggesting a
possible risk factor. Recent research contradicts these findings, however, suggesting that high
base rates of sexual trauma in the histories of offenders do not mean that sexually abused
children will go on to offend against children in adulthood (Widom, Czaja, & DuMont, 2015).
Salter and colleagues (2003) found that most childhood sexual abuse survivors do not become
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abusers, and the degree to which abuse in childhood is a risk factor for sexual offending in the
future is much smaller than was originally thought (Salter, et al., 2003). Nevertheless, further
research shows the heightened impulsive and libidinous nature of many sexual offenders, which
is manifested in sexual rumination and fantasy. These researchers call for a focus on and the
addressal of these factors in treatment, rather than what treatment typically attenuates on, such as
empathy, and psychological decision-making distress (Hanson & Morton-Bourgon, 2005). Other
empirical work echoes this in findings that sexual fantasies which are pedophilic in nature and
when combined with antisocial behavior, increase the risk for child sexual abuse; however, in the
absence of antisocial behavior, the risk presence of child sexual abuse was much smaller (Klein,
Schmidt, Turner, & Briken, 2015). These findings are further supported in research on the
viewing of child pornography and subsequent risk of physical CSA, wherein, viewing is not
alone a risk factor (Endrass, et al., 2009). Nevertheless, further research still needs to be done on
the impact that heightened libido has on sex offending, particularly when it comes to targeting
libido in treatment with antilibidinal medications (Khan, et al., 2015). Hence it is possible that
libidinous proclivities combined with disinhibition as a result of biological predispositions and
psychological mechanisms, as well as sometimes psychopathic or antisocial tendencies, may
allow an individual to be sexually indiscriminate in offending against both children and adults.
The importance of these notations, however, is that investigators may be able to tell more about
an offender's psychopathology based on the assessment of his crimes in the context of victim
selection. A more calculated offender who has a preference for a certain age and is organized in
the nature of their offenses may not be inwardly antisocial and may be expressing preferentiality.
On the flip side of this, an offender who is more indiscriminate in choosing victims is someone
who may be reflecting an impulse control issue and is perhaps antisocial.
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Understanding the etiology and subsequent psychopathology of offenders who commit
acts of CSA holds important implications for research in offender profiling and its subsequent
use in both treatment and criminal investigations for a variety of reasons. Firstly, these
understandings shed light on some of the behavioral mechanisms that underlie the pathology, and
these behavioral mechanisms are what make up the first step in offender profiling.
Understanding the presence of antisocial behavior and fantasy as manifested in the collection of
child pornography can help to distinguish the preferential or pedophilic offender from the
situational offender. Moreover, the offender who just collects child pornography may not
physically offend against children, however, in the presence of antisocial pathology, that
individual is at a much higher risk. Further etiological and pathological understandings may help
in differentiating the pedophilic offender from the regressed offender, which is particularly
important for profiling offenders and understanding a specific offender's history of offending,
whether it be in targeting children specifically, or offending across statutory lines. Such
information may even be useful in profiling an offender’s criminal history. For example, the
antisocial offender may have a criminal history unrelated to sex offending. Nevertheless, the
pathology and even etiology may be elicited from analysis of the crime characteristics.
The Criminal Investigation of Child Sexual Abuse Cases
To better understand how offender profiling practices can aid in the decision-making
processes for criminal investigative cases involving these types of crimes, understanding how
these crimes are investigated is important. The investigation occurs in three major categories,
beginning with the initial report and the evaluation of the material, it then involves preliminary
investigative procedures, and the investigation then ends in the follow-up investigative
procedures before moving on to adjudication (CPOST, 1986). These categories are multifaceted,
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and at each level, the investigative profiling conclusions which are derived from empirical data
are important for making decisions at various levels of this process. Lanning (2017), emphasizes
the importance of offender profiling in cases of CSA, as means to understand the interpersonal
dynamics of the offense, and to construct an understanding of the personality of the offender.
The initial report provides crucial information regarding where the investigation needs to
move in the subsequent steps. Information such as the who, what, where, and when are
determined and the risks to the victim are assessed. This preliminary information is then
followed up through interviews and the gathering of facts in the workup of a traditional crime
scene. This involves interviews of the child, parents or caretakers, and the reporter of the abuse.
All information and leads are then synthesized further with this novel evidence and information
in mind. During abduction cases, time is particularly of the essence (Patterson, 1987).
Investigative decision-making relies heavily upon the evidence presented at the scene and being
able to put this evidence together and identify salience is critical in making objective and
reasonable decisions that will move the investigation forward in the right direction (Pence &
Wilson, 1992). Investigative decision-making is found across the investigations of all crimes and
involves the exploration of investigative routes that aim to narrow down or identify an offender.
This process also involves seeking out novel investigative pathways from the evidence
synthesized. This is often reflected in the interviewing of possible subjects or the redirection of
police or social services resources on the investigation of a particular subject, and doing this with
empirically backed decision-making practices allows for investigative organizations to be more
accurate in attenuating their resources. Psychological evidence deposited within the boundaries
of the crime is not usually dealt with empirically, rather, investigators may use heuristics or
suppositions, and although a degree of success may be revealed with these approaches, the
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current study seeks to increase the utility and objectivity of psychological crime scene analysis
through empiricism. On one end of the investigative spectrum, this psychological evidence can
lead to the narrowing in on a suspect, however, on the other end it can also aid in offender
interviewing and the development of interrogation tactics (Canter & Youngs, 2009). The goal of
the current research seeks to arm investigators with evidence and empirically supported profiling
conclusions so that they can better understand offender pathologies and then make more
informed decisions using psychological evidence in more of a scientifically supported way.
Although investigators must interview witnesses, victims, and reporters, the most crucial
interview for adjudicative purposes is always with the offender. When interrogating child
molesters, investigators can be aided by understanding how the offender committed the crimes,
and by determining what type of offender the investigator is dealing with (McIlwaine, 1994).
The offender’s psychopathology is critical in determining how to interact with them in the
interview room, so if an investigator is supplied with the proper understanding of the offender
from these perspectives, the greater the potential for a successful interview. Emphasis should be
placed on the procedural nature of the evaluation, and the interviewer should know exactly how
they want to proceed with the interview prior to stepping into the room with the offender. Given
the proprietary nature of offender psychopathology, assessment of the offender’s crime scene
and offense is necessary in order to typologize the offender, understand the offender’s pathology,
and subsequently develop the interview plan (Napier, 2017). However, as reiterated throughout
this text, psychological evidence can often be heterogenous, so understanding the aspects of the
offender's pathology necessary to conduct a successful interview can pose challenges. By
producing research that aims to homogenize the seemingly diverse and unrelated behaviors,
thematic trends can be more easily identified by investigators and these thematic trends would
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aid investigators in understanding the salient psychological evidence that needs to be attenuated
on.
Empirical Profiling of Child Molesters
Aside from the typologies produced by the FBI, current empirical offender profiling
research on child molesters and child sex abuse is substantially lacking and still very much
needed. However, of the research produced, notable contributions to the field have been made.
Canter, Hughes, and Kirby (1998) were able to differentiate crime scene behaviors along three
behaviorally thematic categories of offenders who engaged in CSA. They found that the intimate
offender groomed with the promise of gifts, reassurance, exhibited affection, desensitization,
engaged in kissing, and often engaged in oral sex on the victim. The aggressive offender
exhibited levels of violence beyond what is necessary to carry out the crime, used force upon
initial contact with the victim regardless of how the victim reacted, made violent threats to the
victim, used abusive and often explicit language during the crime, and often engaged in anal
penetration. Finally, the criminal-opportunist offender usually targeted a stranger victim,
committed the offense outdoors, was often intoxicated at the time, targeted a victim that was
alone, ejaculated at the crime scene, and engaged in vaginal penetration. The researchers were
able to classify 77% of their sample within these themes definitively, leaving 23% unclassified.
Such research portrays previous successes in the differentiating of offenders, however, further
research must build upon this, as classifying offenders based on crime scene analysis is not of
utility to investigators if those classifications do not reveal offender characteristics. Beech (1998)
also conducted a similar study of child abusers, wherein they classified offenders based on
psychometric test scores of these offenders. These tests assessed social adequacy, criminal
accountability, offense-related cognitions, and the degree of denial or admittance. Their clusters
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revealed a high deviance group that reflected distorted moral attitudes regarding the offense and
high levels of social inadequacy. Their second cluster revealed a high denial group that was
characterized as faking-good. Finally, cluster three was described as the low-deviance group that
had the lowest levels of social inadequacy, and distorted moral attitudes about the offense. This
research focuses on the offenders' characteristics through psychometric testing, as opposed to
crime scene behavioral manifestations.
Nevertheless, other specifically attenuated areas of research that provide information for
purposes other than investigative profiling can be helpful for investigators in deriving offender
characteristics and conducting risk assessment through correlative analysis. For example,
offenders who have a high level of fixation tend to offend against male victims who are
strangers, hence, have higher rates of recidivism and are more preferential (Beech, 1998; Hanson
& Bussiere, 1998; John Jay College of Criminal Justice, 2004). Nevertheless, the literature
recognizes and indicates the heterogeneity of child sex offenders and warns that there is not a
clear or definitive profile for an offender of this type (Jeglic & Calkins, 2018). Meta-analyses on
child sex offending support these claims, indicating that these individuals tend to statistically be
males, either heterosexual, homosexual, or bisexual. They may be preferential or situational,
perhaps married or not, and usually range from teen to middle-aged (Murray, 2000). These
findings coupled with investigative psychological research indicate that it is important for
investigators not to generalize based on the type of crime, but rather, look at how the crime was
committed before drawing conclusions about the offender. Looking at how the crime was
committed includes assessing and synthesizing the specific behaviors of the offender, and
thereafter, utilizing empirically supported research and literature to draw conclusions and
inferences about that offender. Through an approach that thematically differentiates offenders,
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overcoming the heterogeneity in child sex abuse can be done to better psychologically profile
offenders.
The current study seeks to build upon foundational work by including both offender
differentiation based on crime scene analysis, as was done with Canter, Hughes, and Kirby
(1998), and assess these clusters in reference to an offender's characteristics, as was done by
Beech (1998). However, in order to do this, the current study must make novel clusters with the
current data based on the behavioral manifestations at the crime scene. Our approach will
attempt to reveal correlations between offender behavioral themes and MTC:CM3 classification
by assessing the relationship to this classification scale after offenders have been definitively
sorted into a dominant theme. By doing this, we are going a step ahead in not only thematically
differentiating offenders but also finding associations to psychopathology. The MTC:CM3, being
a mostly clinical scale, will allow for further implications of this study to go beyond simply
linkage analysis as well. Implicating a clinical classification scale will allow for
psychopathology to be understood by investigators, allow for further assessment and treatment
by forensic clinicians, and also unlock all of the empirical research done on the MTC:CM3 by
making it accessible to investigators who can definitively classify an offenders MTC:CM3
typology by assessing the crime scene.
Clinical Implications for Risk Assessment and Treatment: A Forensic Perspective
The evaluation, assessment, and treatment of sex offenders are important because these
processes aim to improve outcomes for offenders and reduce risk both for offenders and society.
Offender risk assessment has become an increasingly discussed topic in legislative realms and
the implications in civil commitment and treatment are far-reaching (Coric, et al., 2005). Further,
the mitigation of risk for these offenders is important for effective treatment with results that
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involve release from civil commitment. And finally, accurate and empirically supported
treatment procedures are important for assuring that offenders do not recidivate in the
community after incarceration, commitment, treatment, and release (Papapietro, 2019).
The assessment and subsequent treatment of forensic patients offer alternative challenges
to a clinician that would not otherwise be presented with these challenges in normal therapeutic
contexts. Particularly, therapeutic interventions often involve patients intrinsically motivated to
seek out treatment and clinical help for themselves. In the forensic setting, treatment can often be
extrinsic, such as being mandated by the legal system. For example, offenders deemed as
sexually violent predators (SVP) are confined to civil commitment at forensic psychiatric
hospital centers after incarceration, and the number of offenders undergoing this commitment
has been growing in recent years (Calkins, Jeglic, Markus, Hanson, & Levenson, 2011).
Nevertheless, mandated treatment may present an atypical patient-practitioner relationship
oftentimes adversarial in nature (Hachtel, Vogel, & Huber, 2019). Patients may initially resist
treatment, and this can prove difficult for the clinician seeking to assess the patient and then
determine how to properly treat (Snyder & Anderson, 2009; Taft, Murphy, Elliot, & Tanya,
2001). This resistance will often necessitate the clinician to utilize other sources in an effort to
obtain necessary information on the client to opine on the patient's psychopathology and clinical
state. Sources of supplemental information can prove useful in bettering patient assessment and
evaluation. This information involves knowing the offender’s criminal history, psychiatric
history, obtaining background from a patient’s family, understanding symptomology, social
interactions, and most importantly, assessing the patient's problematic behavior, and in this case
particularly, sex offending. Research shows that clinical risk assessment can often outperform
actuarial assessment when the clinicians are provided with sufficient data on the individual being
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assessed (Grove, Zald, Lebow, Snitz, & Nelson, 2000). Psychiatric diagnosis of a patient,
particularly those with personality disorders, are relatively behavior-based, as is the design of the
DSM-V, and through proper diagnosis, can point to specific treatment options that may be most
effective (American Psychiatric Association, 2013). However, having a deeper understanding of
the patient’s pathology can be critical for tailoring treatment options to these offenders, and also
building rapport with the patient to further treatment through fostering a non-adversarial and
collaborative patient-clinician relationship. One of the ways this can be done is by more deeply
assessing the criminal behavior and associating these with pathologies through empirically based
offender profiling methods.
The assessment of a sex offender is usually the first step in determining whether civil
commitment or treatment is necessary for that offender. This is determined based on risk
assessment measures, to provide information to the courts whether the offender poses a risk of
reoffending when placed back in society (Mercado, Jeglic, Markus, Hanson, & Levenson, 2011).
Jeglic, Mercado, and Markus (2011) argue that empirically validated tools are necessary for risk
assessments because clinically-based judgments have historically been variable. Further echoing
these points is research showing remarkable levels of consistency with actuarial risk assessment
scoring tools such as the Static-99R and Static 2002R, as well as research showing their
predictive accuracy as higher than the former unstructured risk assessment practices (Grove,
Zald, Lebow, Snitz, & Nelson, 2000). Interesting to note, however, is the variability that these
tools have with actual recidivism rates of the offenders assessed. This is explained by the
numerosity of unmeasured risk factors that these examinations fail to take into account, and
research argues that the use of multiple risk assessment tools and the use of additional
information is important in reducing this issue (Baldwin, 2015; Helmus, Hanson, Thornton,
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Babchishin, & Harris, 2012). This reveals that these tools have good internal consistency, but the
external consistency may need supplemental assessment in order to improve accuracy. As
mentioned earlier, clinical assessments of patients can be remarkably accurate when the clinician
is given enough information about the offender. And further research emphasizes the role of
criminal history in these assessments as well. Additional collateral information such as police
reports, medical records, institutional records, and more, are particularly important when it
comes to forensic assessments (Kalmbach & Lyons, 2006; Heilbrun, 1992). In what is known as
the adjusted actuarial approach, it is recommended that the risk assessment evaluator administer
an actuarial assessment tool previously developed, and then employ the assessment of a limited
number of other variables for consideration that will adjust the offender's overall risk assessment
score (Baldwin, 2015). Research shows that criminal history in particular, is the best predictor of
recidivism and that the assessment of offenders is better supported by understanding the
criminology literature (Bonta, Law, & Hanson, 1998). In sum of these findings, the assessment
of these offenders is not only supported by useful mechanical or actuarial sets of assessment
tools but can also be useful when assessed empirically through the offender’s criminal behavior
and history.
In conducting a risk assessment of offenders based on criminological behavioral
manifestations, the study by Beech (1998), supports an argument for this approach to risk
assessment. Beech (1998), by conducting a study that utilized multidimensional scaling to
differentiate clusters of offender-based offender psychometric characteristics, was able to
successfully differentiate the deviancies of the three developed clusters for its intended use in
assessing the severity of patient’s pathologies prior to treatment. This research discovered that
the higher deviance offender was more likely to offend against extrafamilial victims, offend
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against male or male and female victims, and generally more than one victim. In a later study,
Mandeville-Norden and Beech (2009) conducted an additional experiment on a sample of child
molesters and found that their differentiated clusters revealed substantial differences in treatment
needs. These studies indicate the utility in assessing crime characteristics in multidimensional
space for the purposes of forensic treatment.
Regarding the absence of taxonomic classification, studies have revealed the presence of
characteristics within both the offender and within their criminal behaviors that are good
indicators for assessing the risk of re-offense. Hanson and Harris (2000), have revealed that
recidivists tended to have more diverse victims concerning age and gender, tended to offend
against strangers, and retained more paraphilias. Moreover, recidivists tend to have a more
turbulent and traumatic upbringing, experiencing sexual or emotional abuse, forms of neglect,
separation from parents, and poor relationships with their mothers. Recidivists tended to be more
frequently unemployed, abuse drugs or alcohol, have difficulties with intimacy, have little
remorse, and retain more pervasive deviant sexual fantasies and urges. These researchers also
revealed that recidivists are often more poorly groomed, more antisocial, and less cooperative
under supervision, especially closer to the time of additional offending. This type of assessment
has utility in determining the risk of an offender and it reveals the substantial amount of
information that clinicians can determine about an offender’s risk of re-offense based merely on
behaviors and lifestyle. However, its classification of offenders was merely bifurcated between
recidivists and non-recidivists, making it of less utility in offender profiling as well as offender
assessment beyond the assessment of risk. For example, primary psychopathic offenders and
chronic impulsive or antisocial offenders must be differentiated within this sample to implicate
its use in aiding clinicians to better understand pathology and investigators in better
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understanding the offender comprehensively. The current study seeks to build off of this existing
literature by constructing more attenuated classifications of offenders hence more specific
profiles of those offenders’ characteristics.
One of the most important aspects of offender treatment is having a valid and accurate
assessment of the offender. As mentioned, this is done through empirically validated risk
assessment measures, and understanding all of the background information on the offender.
From this point forward, proper treatment processes can be tailored and applied to acutely
attenuate on the underlying issue as opposed to the signs and often difficult to ascertain
symptoms. In an adversarial setting such as the forensic setting, heightened reliance is often
placed on the background information. Individualized treatment tailored to the specific offender
that offers interventions for those offenders most often maximizes outcomes (Land, Ralph,
Rasmussen, Miccio-Fonseca, & Blasingame, n.d.). Of course, this type of effective treatment
involves empirical analysis and understandings of the offender during the assessment and
evaluation phase. Nevertheless, the profiling of offenders through the empirical analysis of their
criminal behavior has shown to be successful in the past and has utility both in risk assessment
and treatment outcomes.
Aims of the Current Study
The current study seeks to approach offender profiling in an original and comprehensive
light, making our aims threefold. First, we aim to endorse empirically validated measures such as
multidimensional scaling to create subtypes of offenders based on offenders' criminal behavioral
manifestations. Second, we aim to assess the correlation of the developed typologies against the
MTC:CM3 in order to introduce clinical research and understandings into offender profiling. In
doing this, we seek to widen the applicability and implications of this research to not just
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criminal investigations but forensic clinical evaluation and assessment. Next, we see to
thematically differentiate offenders based on characterological factors, and draw conclusions
about the relationship between these themes and
Figure 6
Experimental Layout

placement on the MTC:CM3. Lastly, we seek to
investigate the relationship between
characterological themes and behavioral themes.
During this process, we assess the differences
between recidivists and single offense offenders.
In implicating our findings, we aim to synthesize
the results by looking at our data in terms of the
overall practice of offender profiling. In doing
this, we will assess the frequency of behaviors to
opine on behaviors of personation, and modus
operandi, to guide the directionality of future
research.
Our approach to analyzing the data is
important in terms of the current literature
review, due to our strategy in combining both
offender differentiation methodologies and
implications to the MTC:CM3 A1. Figure 6
reveals each layer of the study beginning with

Series One, ending with Series Eight. At Series One, the study assessed a number of variables
and differentiated them based on the degree of co-occurrence with each other. This allowed us to
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create clusters of variables that reflect major underlying themes. Series Two then assessed and
sorted the sample into each of the behavioral themes derived based on the degree to which each
offender reflected those themes in their behaviors at the index offense. Series Three aimed to
assess the distribution MTC:CM3 A1 classification within the behavioral themes. Series Four
assessed the distribution of MTC:CM3 A1 classifications in the recidivist offenders versus the
single offense offenders. Series Five assessed a number of characteristic variables and
differentiated them into themes based on the degree of co-occurrence, as with what was done for
the actions variables. Series Six aimed to differentiate the sample of offenders into the
characterological themes developed based on the degree to which they retain thematically
associated variables. Series Seven assessed the distribution of MTC:CM3 A1 classifications
across the two characterological themes. Finally, Series Eight assessed for associations between
the behavioral themes and the characteristic themes in an attempt to determine if the developed
behavioral themes can predict the offenders’ characteristics. This was done twice, once for the
single offense offenders and once for the recidivist offenders. Comparisons between single
offense offenders and recidivist offenders were statistically tested throughout the entirety of the
analysis.
Executive Summary: Intersectionality of Offender Profiling and Offender Pathology
Through understandings in CSA epidemiology, phenomenology, psychopathology, investigative
practices, forensic risk assessments and treatment, and the overall concept of offender profiling,
the current aims of the research and its implicative goals can be fully brought to fruition. By
contributing to a relatively lacking area of Investigative Psychological research, that being the
profiling of child molesters, and attempting to attenuate on additional methodological
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approaches, the current work may not only provide additional levels of empiricism to the
investigations of these crimes but also aid in the clinical assessments of these offenders.
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Method
Sample
The sample was derived from the archival records of male sex offenders (N=3,193) who
were either remanded at the Adult Diagnostic Treatment Center (sex offender treatment facility),
or incarcerated at a New Jersey State prison without treatment and released from custody
between 1996 and 2007 (Mercado, Jeglic, & Markus, 2011). The sample was filtered to just
include offenders who have had a history of child molestation (N = 2,185). The sample was then
divided into single offense offenders and recidivist offenders, to control for learned behaviors as
noted through an offender's modus operandi.
Single Offense Offenders | A sample of offenders convicted of child molestation with no
previous charge or conviction and no self-admitted history of child molestation with the
exception of the index offense (n=1,370) were derived from the population. This excludes
offenders who may not have previously been charged or convicted of child molestation but have
admitted to a previous offense of this nature.
Recidivist Offenders | A sample of offenders convicted of child molestation with either a
previous conviction or charge, or self-admitted history of child molestation in addition to the
index offense (n=815) were derived from the population. This included offenders that had a selfadmitted history of child molestation offenses but may not have been convicted of that offense,
or have had a formal conviction.
Materials and Procedure
The archival data collected included offender demographic characteristics, offense
history, institutional behavior, level of treatment and completion status, admission, discharge,
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and civil commitment status, victim characteristics, actions at the index offense, Static-99 and
MnSOST-R risk factor scores, as well as scoring on the MTC:CM3. In addition, recidivism data
obtained from the New Jersey State Police criminal records database were also utilized for
offenders released between 1996 and 2007. These records included data from both the state of
New Jersey as well as additional state records from states that share data with the New Jersey
State Police. This recidivism data included the number and nature of sexual and non-sexual
offenses and additionally included sex offender registration as well as probation violations
(Mercado, Jeglic, & Markus, 2011). The current research attenuated on offender demographic
characteristics, actions at the index offense, MTC:CM3 scoring, sexual recidivism data, and
criminal histories.
Analysis Plan
Given the voluminous number of variables and their canonical relationship in terms of
crime scene analysis, the visual representation of data in dimensional space allows for the
discovery of complex relationships between variables. The current study began by analyzing the
data utilizing a form of nonmetric multidimensional scaling (NMDS) known as Smallest Space
Analysis (SSA). SSA allows for the placement of a content universe, or variable set, in
dimensional space based on a similarity or dissimilarity coefficient between each of the
variables. Thus, every variable is mapped onto the matrix based on its statistical relationship to
the rest of the content universe (Shye, 2014). Variables that co-occur with higher frequency will
be found closer together, whereas variables that co-occur in lower frequency will be found more
distant on the matrix. Variables that occur in high frequency throughout the sample are found
towards the center of the matrix, reflecting a more ubiquitous association to all of the other
points on the matrix. The current research utilized Jaccard’s Coefficient to place the content
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universe in both two-dimensional and three-dimensional space. Although a two-dimensional
space is more parsimonious, the matrix is more limited in placement, and hence less accurate in
two-dimensional spaces versus three-dimensional space. Thus, the two-dimensional matrix was
used as a visual tool in the interpretation of the more complex three-dimensional matrix. The
quality of the placement of data on the matrix is quantified through the coefficient of alienation.
A higher coefficient of alienation indicates that variables in the geometric placement of the
content universe are of reduced accuracy as the program could not abide by exactly all of the
statistical coefficients to place them on the matrix, thus indicating a degree of statistical stress
(Guttman, 1968). Generally, a coefficient of alienation at or below .2 is considered a strong
representation of the geometric placement of data (Salfati, 2000). Nevertheless,
multidimensional scaling attempts to reveal an underlying structure of a complex set of variables
through spatial representation and informed interpretation. Facet theory was utilized in both the
selection of the content universe and interpretation of the matrix. Facet theory involves a
theoretical understanding of the variables and their meaning to the research question. Through
this theory, the matrix can be partitioned based on its geometric presentation in addition to
theoretical knowledge on what the content clusters and associations mean in terms of the
research question as well as in terms of the population assessed (Shye, 2014). External variables
may be implicated in the interpretation as well. An external variable is what the structure of the
content universe seeks to explain. The external variables can be a concept, meaning, or an
explicit variable. It is what the collection of variables in space means in theoretical perspectives
to the interpreter, but was chosen not to be multidimensionally computed due to it being
immeasurable or it being a potentially confounding variable of which may alter or have an effect
on the geometric placement of the content universe (Cohen & Amar, 2002). In the current paper,
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the SSA matrices were bifurcated in two, to evaluate these particular offenders on a behavioral
spectrum as opposed to rigid behavioral schemas. In addition, this allows for the ascertaining of
broader themes that color such offenders, emphasizing parsimony. The research was conducted
in such a way where an offender's actions were evaluated in this context, as well as their
characteristics. Further analysis was conducted to assess if the derived behavioral themes were
related to the derived characteristic themes, if either of the four themes were related to
MTC:CM3 Axis One (MTC:CM3 A1), and if there were substantial differences between both the
single offense offenders and recidivist offense offenders in terms of these analyses. In doing this,
the aim was to address several research questions.
Aims | The aims of the current study were numerous. The current study seeks to understand if
child molesters can be thematically differentiated based on their behavioral engagements at the
offense, as well as if these offenders can be differentiated based on their characteristics. We also
seek to understand the distribution of offenders within the themes. We also aim to assess if these
differentiated behavioral and characterological themes are related to each other, as well as if
these four themes are additionally related to an offender's placement on the MTC:CM3 A1. The
current study seeks to assess this both in recidivist offenders as well as single offense offenders
exclusively, and then do a comparison of the two analyses at each step of the way. The derived
research questions are found in Table 1.
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Table 1
Research Questions
Analytical Groups
Research Question
Question Series One | Behavioral Differentiation
Behavioral Variable Differentiation Can the actions/behaviors of both the single offense
child molester and recidivist child molester be
thematically differentiated?
Single v. Recidivist Variable Themes How do the single offense offenders and recidivist
offenders compare across behavioral themes?
Question Series Two
Offender Behavioral Differentiation Are the derived behavioral themes able to
adequately classify a sample of offenders?
What is the distribution of offenders across
behavioral themes?
Single v. Recidivist Variable Comparison How do single offense offenders and recidivist
offense offenders compare across individual
behavioral indices?
Question Series Three
MTC:CM3 A1 Distribution What is the distribution of offenders across
classifications of the MTC:CM3 A1?
Behavioral Theme v. MTC:CM3 A1 Is placement on the MTC:CM3 A1 related to an
offender’s behavioral theme?
Question Series Four
Single v. Recidivist MTC:CM3 A1 How do the single offense offenders and recidivist
offense offenders compare in classification on the
MTC:CM3 A1?
Question Series Five
Characterological Variable Differentiation Can the characteristics of both the single offense
child molester and recidivist child molester be
thematically differentiated?
Single v. Recidivist Variable Themes How do the single offense offenders and recidivist
offenders compare across characterological themes?
Question Series Six
Offender Characterological Differentiation Are the derived characterological themes able to
adequately classify a sample of offenders?
What is the distribution of offenders across
characterological themes?
Single v. Recidivist Variable Comparison How do single offense offenders and recidivist
offense offenders compare across individual
characterological indices?
Question Series Seven
Characterological Theme v. MTC:CM3 A1 Is placement on the MTC:CM3 A1 related to an
offender’s characterological theme?
Question Series Eight
Behavioral v. Characterological Theme Is an offender’s behavioral theme associated with
their characterological theme?
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Question Series One | SSA with Jaccard’s Coefficient was utilized to compute all of the
behavioral variables for the offenders into geometric space for analysis. The SSA was bifurcated
to derive two behavioral themes. This process was done twice, separately for both the single
offense offenders and recidivist offenders. Frequency tables were also computed to assess the
frequency of occurrence for each of the variables as well as the frequency to which they occurred
in groups of offenders that were classified into the behavioral themes (a manipulation that was
executed in Question Series Two). After differentiating the variables into two themes, the themes
developed for the single offense offender and the recidivist offender were compared.
Question Series Two | Each offender was assessed individually based on the actions they
exhibited at the index offense. Each offender was classified into a dominant theme based on the
frequency to which they exhibited a behavior variable that could be associated with a theme. An
offender was dominant in a particular behavioral theme if, within the total differentiable
behavioral actions they exhibited, the frequency of actions within the dominant theme were
greater than or equal to two times the alternate theme. If the frequency of both actions were
equal, they were classified as a hybrid, and if they were not classifiable or equal, they were
deemed mixed. After differentiating the offender samples, the degree to which offenders could
be classified into the groups was assessed with a chi-square test, and the variability between the
two developed themes was also tested with a chi-square test. After differentiating both offenders,
single and recidivist offenders’ frequencies of the individual behavioral variables were compared
between these groups to further explore thematic differences between both offenders.
Question Series Three | The distribution of offenders across the MTC:CM3 A1 classifications
were assessed for both the single offense offender and recidivist offender separately. A chisquare analysis was performed to assess if classifying in either of the behavioral themes
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predicted MTC:CM3 A1 classification. Following this, Mann-Whitney U tests were performed
to assess if statistically significant differences were present between the behavioral themes and
MTC:CM3 A1 classifications. All of the analyses for the single offense offender and recidivist
offender were done separately.
Question Series Four | Single offense offenders and recidivist offense offenders were compared
in terms of their placement on the MTC:CM3 A1. Mann-Whitney U tests were performed to
assess if there were statistically significant differences between the single offense offenders and
recidivist offender placements on Axis One of the MTC:CM3.
Question Series Five | As with Question Series One, the current analysis utilized SSA with
Jaccard’s Coefficient to compute all of the offender characteristic variables into geometric space.
The SSA matrix was bifurcated to develop two characterological themes. This process was done
separately for both the single offense offenders and recidivist offenders. Frequency tables were
also computed to assess the frequency of occurrence for each of the variables as well as the
frequency to which they occurred in groups of offenders that were classified into the
characterological themes (a manipulation that was executed in Question Series Six). After
differentiating the variables into two themes, the themes developed for the single offense
offender and the recidivist offender were compared.
Question Series Six | Each offender was assessed individually based on the characteristics they
retained. Each offender was classified into a dominant theme based on the frequency of
characteristics they retained that were associated with either of the developed themes. An
offender was dominant in a particular behavioral theme if, within the total differentiable
behavioral actions they exhibited, the frequency of actions within the dominant theme were
greater than or equal to two times the alternate theme. If the frequency of both actions were
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equal, they were classified as a hybrid, and if they were not classifiable or equal, they were
deemed mixed. After differentiating the offender samples, the degree to which offenders could
be classified into the groups was assessed with a chi-square test, and the variability between the
two developed themes was also tested with a chi-square test. After differentiating both offenders,
single and recidivist offenders’, frequencies of the individual characteristic variables were
compared between these groups to further explore thematic characterological differences
between both offenders.
Question Series Seven | To assess the relationship of each of the characterological themes and
placement on the MTC:CM3 A1, a chi-square analysis was performed. After this, MannWhitney U tests were performed to assess differences between both characteristic themes and
placement on the MTC:CM3 A1. These tests were conducted with single offense offenders and
recidivist offenders separately.
Question Series Eight | Cross tabulations were performed to assess the relationship between the
behavioral themes and the characteristic themes of the offenders. Frequencies within actions and
frequencies within characteristics were transposed separately to assess the potential for
bidirectional trends. As with the previous question series’, this was performed for single offense
offenders and recidivist offenders separately.

Results
Question Series One | Behavioral Differentiation
Behavioral Variable Differentiation (Single) | Figure 7 reveals the two-dimensional
distribution of the 36 crime scene variables for the single offense offender (n=1,370). The
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coefficient of alienation is .2297 which revealed that the representation of the content universe in
space is adequate, however, this is expected given the restrictions in the mapping of variables
over two dimensions. Nevertheless, the two-dimensional plot is beneficial in assisting with the
interpretation of the more complex three-dimensional matrix. Figure 8 reveals the threedimensional distribution of the same data (36 behavioral variables, n=1,370) for the single
offense offender’s crime scene behaviors at the index offense. The coefficient of alienation was
.14438, which indicated a strong representation of the content universe in the matrix.
Interpretation of the matrices reveals two different types of crime scenes or criminal behavior
types in the context of child molestation for the single offense offender. Table 2 displays all of
the variables organized by behavioral theme type, their corresponding labels on the matrices, and
their within-type frequency after differentiation of the offenders based on their engagement in
either of the two variable-differentiated themes7. The table also portrays the total frequency for
the sample of single offense offenders.

7

Question Series Two is where the offender differentiation into the developed behavioral themes was performed
(hence the within-group frequencies of the offenders). The current question series assesses the co-occurances of the
variables however.
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Figure 7
Two-dimensional smallest space analysis of the sample of single offense offenders’ crime scene
variables. The coefficient of alienation is .2297.

Type 1
Type 2
Non-Differentiable
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Figure 8
Three-dimensional smallest space analysis of the sample of single offense offenders’ crime scene
variables. The coefficient of alienation is .14438.

Type 1
Type 2
Non-Differentiable
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As portrayed in Figure 7, and Figure 8, two thematic behavioral groups of variables can
be derived from the analysis. The Type 1 behavioral theme revealed an offender that is
interpretably more impulsive, opportunistic, and less blatantly deviant. Variables clustered on
this side of the matrices included having a strong pre-existing relationship to the victim in the
form of immediate family, stepfamily, or extended family. Additional variables included no
weapon being used and grooming at home. Moreover, the actions of this theme involve the
intoxication of the offender and supplying the victim with alcohol. Together, these variables
indicated that offenses were more opportunistic and potentially impulsive. The Type 2
behavioral theme revealed a more deviant offender. Variables clustered in this theme included an
offender offending against a stranger, threatening the stranger, utilizing a weapon such as a gun,
or knife, as well as hunting for a victim. Additional behaviors within this theme included an
offender engaging violently with the victim, utilizing rope, grooming and offending at a public
location, engaging in anal penetration, and offending against a male victim. This theme also
included offending against more than one victim at the offense. Together, these variables
indicated that the Type 2 behavioral theme depicts a deviant offender who is more brazen and
goal-oriented. Non-differentiable behaviors diverse between both themes of single offense
offenders included oral sex, vaginal penetration, fondling, and offending at a home or residence.
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Table 2
Single Offense Offender Crime Scene Behavioral Frequencies
Variable
Within Type
Non-Differentiable
Fondle (Fondle)
Offended at Home/Residence (OfHm)
Vaginal Penetration (Vaginal)
Oral Penetration (Oral)
Type 1
N (779)
%
No Weapons Used (NoWp)
769
98.7%
Groomed at Home/Residence (GmHm)
415
53.3%
Digital Penetration (Digital)
291
37.4%
Offender Intoxicated (OFFintox)
158
20.3%
Victim Stepfamily (StepFm)
210
27.7%
Victim Extended Family (ExtFm)
184
23.6%
Victim Immediate Family (ImFm)
137
17.6%
Offender Supplied Alcohol or Drugs (OFFsuppl)
34
4.4%
Groomed at Venue or Business (GmVnBs)
19
2.4%
Offended at Hotel or Related (OfHtl)
23
3.0%
Exhibitionism (Exh)
6
.8%
Computer Related Sex Crime (Comp)
1
.1%
Type 2
N (199)
%
Victim Acquaintance (Aquain)
149
74.9%
More than One Victim (Pls1)
62
31.2%
Male Victim (VicMale)
70
35.2%
Anal Penetration (Anal)
48
24.1%
Threatened Victim (ThrtVic)
36
18.1%
Groomed in Public Location (GmPl)
53
26.6%
Offended at Public Location (OfPl)
38
19.1%
Pornography Involved (Prn)
21
10.6%
Victim Stranger (Strng)
33
16.6%
Offender Violent (Violnt)
24
12.1%
Hunted (Hunted)
36
18.1%
Groomed at School or Related (GmEd)
27
13.6%
Offended at Venue or Business (OfVnBs)
11
5.5%
Knife (Knife)
15
7.5%
Adult Sexual Assault (ASA)
8
4%
Groomed Distantly (GmDist)
9
4.5%
Offended at School or Related (OfEd)
7
3.5%
Gun (Gun)
5
2.5%
Rope (Rope)
4
2%
Voyeurism (Voy)
1
.5%

N (1,370)

Total (%)

907
751
641
568

66.2%
54.8%
46.8
41.5%

1,312
595
402
243
243
229
169
73
47
38
7
5

95.8%
43.4%
29.3%
17.7%
17.7%
16.7%
12.3%
5.3%
3.4%
2.8%
.5%
.4%

600
278
189
162
111
99
87
88
83
81
67
41
31
21
17
16
12
8
6
4

43.8%
20.3%
13.8%
11.8%
8.1%
7.2%
6.4%
6.4%
6.1%
5.9%
4.9%
3%
2.3%
1.5%
1.2%
1.2%
.9%
.6%
.4%
.3%
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Table 2 reveals the frequency of distribution of the offenders into the thematic behavioral
groups after differentiation of individual cases was done as part of Question Series Two. The
table portrays the frequency makeup of the individual behavioral variables from the behavioral
themes to which they were associated with on the SSA. Beginning with the Type 1 offender,
these offenders almost always never use a weapon (98.7%). Such offenders generally victimize
someone close to them whether they be an immediate, extended, or stepfamily member (68.9%).
Many of these offenders were intoxicated at the offense (20.3%), and a portion of them supplied
drugs or alcohol to the victim (4.4%). Some of the low-frequency Type 1 behavioral variables
included grooming the victim at a venue or business (3.4%), offending at a hotel (2.8%), and also
being charged with exhibitionism or a computer-related offense (.9%). However, even though
rare variables, they presented as on the Type 1 theme of the matrices indicating that they are
likely to be even rarer on the opposing behavioral theme. Offenders in Type 2 behavioral theme
offended against either a stranger or acquaintance to a significant degree (91.5%). These
offenders often threatened the victim (18.1%), likely to gain compliance. A number of these
offenders utilized either a knife or a gun (10%) in modulating their crimes, and four offenders
used rope. In line with the behavioral theme, these offenders were generally violent, (12.1%). A
large portion offended against a male victim (35.2%). And many offenders engaged with more
than one victim at the offense (31.2%). Many of these offenders also engaged in anal penetration
(24.1%). Some of these offenders (13.6%) groomed the victim at a school or related organization
or activity, and 3.5% offended at said location. The frequency makeup of these variables reflects
the prevalence of these behaviors at such crimes, however, it does not reflect their thematic
association, as the thematic differentiation was done through SSA interpretation.
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Behavioral Variable Differentiation (Recidivist) | Figure 9 reveals the two-dimensional
distribution of the 35 crime scene variables for the recidivist offender (n=815). The coefficient of
alienation was .21798 which revealed that the representation of the content universe on the
matrix was adequate. As with the single offense offender sample, this is expected with the twodimensional matrix given the inherent limitations to mapping variables with restricted
dimensions. Figure 10 reveals the three-dimensional distribution of the same data (35 crime
scene variables, n=815) for the recidivist offenders' crime scene behaviors at the index offense.
The coefficient of alienation was .15654 which indicated a strong representation of the content
universe in the matrix. Interpretation of the matrices revealed two different types of offender
behavioral themes in the context of child molestation. Table 3 displays all of the variables
organized by behavioral theme type, their corresponding labels on the matrices, and their withintype frequency after differentiation of the offenders based on their engagement in either of the
two variable-differentiated themes.8 The table also portrays the total frequency of the behavioral
variables for the recidivist offense offenders.

8

Which was also performed in question series two, as with the single offense offenders.
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Figure 9
Two-dimensional smallest space analysis of the sample of recidivist offenders’ crime scene variables. The
coefficient of alienation is .21798.

Type 1
Type 2
Non-Differentiable
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Figure 10
Three-dimensional smallest space analysis of the sample of recidivist offenders’ crime scene variables.
The coefficient of alienation is .15654.
Type 1
Type 2
Non-Differentiable
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As portrayed in Figure 9 and Figure 10, two thematic behavioral groups of variables can
be derived from the analysis. The Type 1 behavioral theme, together, revealed an offender that is
more impulsive and opportunistic with a lesser degree of deviancy. Variables clustered on this
side of the SSA included behaviors such as offending against immediate family, stepfamily, or
extended family. Further, the offender being intoxicated was also found within this cluster.
Vaginal and digital penetration was located here, and adult sexual assault, exhibitionism, and
voyeurism were also found in this group. The variables clustered on the opposing side (Type 2
theme) of the SSA, together, revealed a more deviant, and brazen offender. Variables clustered in
this area included offending against a stranger or acquaintance, offending against a male,
threatening the victim, hunting for a victim, utilizing a knife, gun or rope at the offense, engaging
in anal penetration, as well as grooming and offending in a public location. These variables
revealed an offender that is more brazen and deviant. Non-differentiable behaviors, diverse
between both themes of recidivist offenders, included violence against the victim, fondling,
offending at a home or residence, and not using a weapon.
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Table 3
Recidivist Offender Crime Scene Behavioral Frequencies
Variable
Within Type
Non-Differentiable
No Weapon (NoWp)
Offender Violent (Violnt)
Fondle (Fondle)
Offended at Home or Related (OfHm)
Type 1
N (247)
(%)
Groomed at Home/Residence (GmHm)
120
48.6%
Vaginal Penetration (Vaginal)
112
45.3%
Digital Penetration (Digital)
104
42.1%
Victim Extended Family (ExtFm)
82
33.2%
Offender Intoxicated (OFFintox)
53
21.5%
Victim Stepfamily (StepFm)
82
33.2%
Victim Immediate Family (ImFm)
46
18.6%
Exhibitionism (Exh)
11
4.5%
Adult Sexual Assault (ASA)
1
.4%
Voyeurism (Voy)
4
1.6%
Type 2
N (357)
(%)
Victim Acquaintance (Aquain)
232
65%
Oral Penetration (Oral)
183
51.3%
More than One Victim (Pls1)
137
38.4%
Male Victim (VicMale)
187
52.4%
Anal Penetration (Anal)
86
24.1%
Threatened Victim (ThrtVic)
55
15.4%
Victim Stranger (Strng)
68
19%
Groomed at Public Location (GmPl)
67
18.8%
Offended at Public Location (OfPl)
49
13.7%
Pornography Involved (Prn)
35
9.8%
Hunted (Hunted)
45
12.6%
Offender Supplied Alcohol or Drugs (OFFsuppl)
24
6.7%
Groomed at Venue or Business (GmVnBs)
22
6.2%
Knife (Knife)
15
4.2%
Offended at Venue or Business (OfVnBs)
16
4.5%
Groomed at School or Related (GmEd)
13
3.6%
Offended at Hotel or Related (OfHtl)
11
3.1%
Gun (Gun)
9
2.5%
Rope (Rope)
4
1.1%
Offended at School or Related (OfEd)
5
1.4%
Groomed Distantly (GmDist)
2
.6%

N (815)

(%)

769
760
597
351

94.4%
93.3%
73.3%
43.1%

287
271
218
150
130
125
94
21
11
6

35.2%
33.3%
26.7%
18.4%
16%
15.3%
11.5%
2.6%
1.3%
.7%

357
329
242
230
136
104
84
74
65
61
57
36
22
19
17
15
13
10
5
5
2

43.8%
40.4%
29.7%
28.2%
16.7%
12.8%
10.3%
9.1%
8%
7.5%
7%
4.4%
2.7%
2.3%
2.1%
1.8%
1.6%
1.2%
.6%
.6%
.2%
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Table 3 reveals the frequency distribution of the offenders into behavioral groups after
differentiation of individual offenders was performed as part of Question Series Two. The table
portrays the frequency makeup of the individual behavioral variables from the behavioral themes
with which they are associated with. With regards to the Type 1 behavioral theme offenders,
most of these offenders offended against a victim with some type of familial relationship to them
whether the victim be immediate family, extended family, or stepfamily (85%). Additionally,
grooming at home occurred with a large portion of these offenders (48.6%). Most of these
offenders engaged in digital or vaginal penetration (87.6%). Moreover, many of these offenders
were intoxicated at the time of the offense (21.5%). Offenders in Type 2 behavioral theme
mostly offended against an acquaintance or stranger (84%). Most of these offenders were also
likely to offend against a male (52.4%). Most of these offenders were likely to engage in oral sex
(51.3%) and many of them engaged in anal penetration (24.1%). Moreover, these offenders
tended to threaten the victim (15.4%), and many hunted (12.6%). Many of the offenders either
groomed and/or offended at a public location (32.5%). Many of these offenders either used a
knife, rope, or gun at the offense (7.8%). The type 2 offender is best characterized as a more
emboldened, brazen, and deviant perpetrator. In sum, the frequency makeup of the behaviors
within the developed themes reflects the prevalence of these behaviors at such crimes but does
not indicate the strength to which they are associated with a theme, as this was analyzed through
SSA.
Single v. Recidivist Variable Themes | Little variability existed between the Type 1 and Type 2
behavioral themes for the single and recidivist offenders. Of note, vaginal penetration and oral
penetration were non-differentiable variables in the single offense behavioral theme but were
Type 1 and Type 2 behavioral variables respectively for the recidivist offender themes. In
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addition, no weapon used was a Type 1 behavior for the single offense offender but a nondifferentiable behavior for the recidivist offender. Finally, violence was a non-differentiable
variable for the recidivist offender yet a Type 2 variable for the single offense offender. Given
differentiation was based on interpretation of the SSA matrices, these differences merely reveal
that the non-differentiating variables are practiced more broadly between the two types of
offenders and are trends that represent the greater nature of the recidivist offender group versus
the single offense offender samples; not necessarily differences within the basic nature of the
individual themes themselves. Concerning typological consistency, the offender supplying
alcohol to the victim, grooming at a venue or business, and offending at a hotel were Type 2
variables for the recidivist but Type 1 for single offense offenders. Lastly, adult sexual assault
and voyeurism were Type 1 variables for the recidivists but Type 2 for the single offense
offenders. Given the very low frequency of these variables within the sample, it is likely that
these differences were a result of chance wherein several offenders happened to exhibit these
behaviors in the context of either Type 1 or Type 2 variables, and for that reason, the SSA
matrices placed these variables in closer geometric space. It may also be the case that the greater
theme of the recidivist versus single offense offenders was different, however, an inspection of
the matrices reveals that adult sexual assault and voyeurism were rather distant from the
alternative Type in all of the matrices (Single offense offender v. Recidivist offender) indicating
that they did differentiate, and that the differentiation was likely due to low frequency and
subsequently chance. In all, and as reiterated throughout the SSA interpretations, the Typologies
developed from the interpretation of the plots are intended to provide a spectrum, and not all
offenders will behave in the same manner but may represent both behavioral themes.
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Question Series Two | Offender Differentiation
Offender Behavioral Differentiation (Single) | Each single offense offender was assessed
(n=1,370) based on their actions at the index offense and then subsequently assigned a
behavioral theme based on the frequency of
thematic variables they exhibited. Nondifferentiating variables were not assigned to a

Figure 11
Single Offense Offender Action Theme Distribution

type and thus were not used in differentiating
Mixed
12.6%

offenders. Recall the non-differentiating variables
for the single offense offender were fondling
(Fondle)(66%), oral penetration (Oral)(41%),
vaginal penetration (Vaginal)(47%), and offending

Hybrid
16.1%

at a home or residence (OfHm)(55%). Recall that

Type 1
56.9%

mixed offenders were offenders who could not be
differentiated into a dominant theme nor qualify as
hybrid offenders, and hybrid offenders exhibited

Type 2
14.5%

both behavioral themes equally. The distribution
of offenders into a classifiable theme (Type 1 or Type 2) and unclassifiable or non-differentiating
theme (Hybrid or Mixed) is revealed in Figure 11. A total of 779 offenders classified into Type 1
Actions (56.9%), 199 into Type 2 Actions (14.5%), 220 into Hybrid Type (16.1) and 172 into
Mixed Type (12.6%). The results reveal that a substantial percentage of the single offender’s
index crimes classified into the Type 1 theme revealing that offenders without a history of
offending tend to embody the Type 1 offense theme, as opposed to the Type 2 offense theme.
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In assessing the distribution of offenders within the developed themes, tests were
conducted to better understand the quality of the developed action themes as well as to assess the
distribution of offenders across the themes. First, a chi-square analysis was performed to assess
the distribution of offender’s that could be classified into a dominant behavioral theme (n=978)
within the sample versus offenders that could not be classified into a behavioral theme (n=392)
to determine if the themes created could be used to classify a large portion of single offense
offenders. The chi-square analysis showed a statistically significant difference (X2(1)=250.65, p
< .001) between the number of offenders classified as having a dominant behavioral theme at the
index offense (Type 1 or Type 2) and the undifferentiated themes (Hybrid or Mixed). This
indicates that most offenders could be classified into a dominant theme. An additional chi-square
analysis was performed to assess the distribution of the single offense offenders’ index offenses
within a classifiable theme of Type 1 actions (n=779) versus Type 2 actions (n=199) and
determine if the difference in frequency between offenders classifying as Type 1 versus Type 2
is indeed statistically significant. The chi-square analysis showed a statistically significant
difference (X2(1)=343.97, p < .001) between the number of offenders whose index offense was
classified into Type 1 actions and Type 2 actions. This indicates that there are a higher number of
offenders that dominantly exhibit Type 1 behaviors versus Type 2 behaviors at the scene for
single offense offenders. This suggests the possibility that an external variable or concept is
mediating the relationship between the two groups.
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Offender Behavioral Differentiation (Recidivist) | For differentiating the recidivist offender
sample into the developed themes, the same process was followed for which was conducted on
the single offense offender sample. Each recidivist offender was assessed individually (N=815)
based on the frequency of their presenting action variables. The non-differentiating variables, or
variables not used in differentiating each of the offenders, for the recidivist offenders were
fondling (Fondle)(73%), violence against the victim (Violnt)(93%), no weapon used
(NoWp)(94%), and offending at a home or residence (OfHm)(43%). Computer-related crimes
implicated in the index offense (Comp) were
removed from the analysis because there was
no presence of this for the recidivist offender.

Figure 12
Recidivist Offender Action Theme Distribution
Mixed
9.9%

The frequency of the distribution of
offenders into a classifiable (Type 1 and
Type 2) and non-classifiable type (Hybrid,
Mixed) is revealed in Figure 12. A total of

Type 1
30.3%

Hybrid
16.0%

247 (30.3%) of offenders classified into Type
1 actions, 357 (43.8) offenders classified into
Type 2 actions, 130 (16%) offenders
classified into Hybrid actions (130), and 81
(9.9%) offenders classified into Mixed

Type 2
43.8%

actions. The results reveal a close distribution
between Type 1 actions and Type 2 actions, however, the recidivist offender tended to be
classified as dominant in the Type 2 theme more so than the Type 1 theme.
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As was done for the single offense offenders’ distribution into the developed themes, the
same procedure was followed for the recidivist offender typologies. A chi-square analysis was
performed to assess the distribution of the recidivist offenders’ that could be classified into a
dominant behavioral theme (n=604) within the sample versus offenders that could not be
classified into a dominant behavioral theme (n=211) to assure that the typological structure
created can indeed classify a statistically significant proportion of offenders into a dominant
theme. The chi-square analysis showed a statistically significant difference (X2(1)=189.508, p <
.001) between the number of offenders classified as having a dominant behavioral theme at the
index offense (Type 1 or Type 2) and the undifferentiated themes (Hybrid or Mixed). Thus
showing support for the developed behavioral themes of the recidivist offenders. An additional
chi-square analysis was performed to assess the distribution of the recidivist offenders’ index
offenses within a classifiable theme of Type 1 actions (n=247) versus Type 2 actions (n=357)
and determine if indeed the recidivist offender is statistically significantly more likely to exhibit
Type 2 offense behaviors at the crime. The chi-square analysis showed a statistically significant
difference (X2(1)=20.33, p < .001) between the number of offenders whose index offense was
classified into Type 1 actions and Type 2 action themes. These results support the conclusion
that the recidivist offenders predominantly classify as engaging in Type 2 behavioral theme. This
suggests the possibility that an external variable or concept is mediating the relationship between
the two groups.
Single v. Recidivist Variable Comparison | Given the implication that recidivism can be an
important characteristic in offender profiling, comparing both the recidivist and single offense
offender may reveal information about the differences in which the two offender types may
behave at the offense. The current experiment attempted to analyze the differences in frequencies
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of behavioral variables exhibited between the single offense offender sample and the recidivist
offender sample. Table 4 reveals all of the variables utilized in the analysis, sub-grouped by
crime scene analysis category, and ordered by frequency within those subgroups. Differences
greater than or equal to 10% were bolded. Most of the variables occurred close in frequency
between the two groups, however, some showed notable differences. In victimology, the
offender offending against a male victim occurred 14.4% more for the recidivist offender than
for the single offense offender. This may emphasize the increase in deviancy of the recidivist
offender, and as in the previous analysis, the recidivist offender classified into Type 2 behavioral
theme more often than Type 1. Approaching the 10% threshold was the offender having more
than one victim, which occurred 9.4% more in the recidivist offenders’ behaviors versus the
single offender. As with the last remark, heightened deviancy may be attributable to this trend.
The M.O. variable set indicated that offending at a residence or home occurred more so with the
single offense offender than the recidivist offender. This is likely because offending at a home or
residence was associated with the Type 1 offense theme, a theme that the single offenders
categorized into more frequently than the Type 2. Unsurprisingly, grooming at a home or
residence was close to reaching the 10% threshold (8.2%). These two variables may be
associated with the opportunistic or situational offender, who is offending against a family
member due to availability and opportunity as opposed to seeking out a child victim. As
mentioned earlier, this may not be the case with all offenders in this typology but predictably
with most. The offense attributes, which encompassed variables that could be considered
personation, actions that occurred at the crime scene, or M.O. actions that could be interpreted as
other crime scene variables in proprietary contexts were placed here. Although a trend has been
noted regarding the propensity for recidivist offenders to be more deviant given their emphasis
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on Type 2 themed classification and the nature of recidivist offending in cases of child
molestation, recidivist offenders were remarkably more violent than single offenders, with a
difference of 87.4%, reflecting the remarkable level of deviancy that the recidivist offender
engages in. Moreover, vaginal penetration occurred in single offense offenders 13.5%. In light of
this analysis, it can be understood that the recidivist offender is generally more deviant, utilizing
violence and, offending against male victims at a much greater rate as well as offending against
more than one victim at a notably higher rate in comparison to the single offense offender.
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Table 4
Single v. Recidivist Offense Behaviors
Variable
Victimology
Male Victim
More than One Victim
Victim Stranger
Victim Stepfamily
Victim Extended Family
Victim Immediate Family
Victim Acquaintance
Modus Operandi
Offended at Home or Residence
Groomed at Home or Residence
Threatened Victim
Hunted
Groomed at Public Location
Offended at Public Location
Offended at Hotel or Related
No Weapon
Groomed at School or Related
Offender Supplied Alcohol or Drugs
Knife
Groomed at Venue or Business
Gun
Offended at School or Related
Offended at Venue or Business
Groomed Distantly
Offense Attributes
Offender Violent
Vaginal Penetration
Fondle
Anal Penetration
Digital Penetration
Exhibitionism
Offender Intoxicated
Oral Penetration
Pornography Involved
Computer Related Crime
Voyeurism
Rope
Adult Sexual Assault
*Bolded differences indicate ≥10% difference.

Single (%)

Recidivist (%)

Difference (%)

13.8%
20.3%
6.1%
17.7%
16.7%
12.3%
43.8%

28.2%
29.7%
10.3%
15.3%
18.4%
11.5%
43.8%

14.4%
9.4%
4.2%
2.4%
1.7%
.8%
0%

54.8%
43.4%
8.1%
4.9%
7.2%
6.4%
0%
95.8%
3%
5.3%
1.5%
3.4%
.6%
.9%
2.3%
1.2%

43.1%
35.2%
12.8%
7%
9.1%
8%
1.6%
94.4%
1.8%
4.4%
2.3%
2.7%
1.2%
.6%
2.1%
.2%

11.7%
8.2%
4.7%
2.1%
1.9%
1.6%
1.6%
1.4%
1.2%
.9%
.8%
.7%
.6%
.3%
.2%
1%

5.9%
46.8%
66.2%
11.8%
29.3%
.5%
17.7%
41.5%
6.4%
.4%
.3%
.4%
1.2%

93.3%
33.3%
73.3%
16.7%
26.7%
2.6%
16%
40.4%
7.5%
0%
.7%
.6%
1.3%

87.4%
13.5%
7.1%
4.9%
2.6%
2.1%
1.7%
1.1%
1.1%
.4%
.4%
.2%
.1%
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Question Series Three | MTC:CM3 Associations
MTC:CM3 A1 Distribution (Single) | To assess the clinical implications of offender profiling
from behavioral analysis, the offender groups were assessed in terms of placement on the
MTC:CM3 A1. For the single offense
offenders, placement on Axis One of the
MTC:CM3 was analyzed first. MTC:CM3

Figure 13
Single offense offender MTC:CM3 A1 Distribution

data for 118 of the 1,370 single offense
offenders was available within this

Type 0
20.3%

Type 3
21.2%

archival data. Of the 118 offenders in the
sample, 24 (20.3%) were MTC:CM3 A1
Type Zero, 12 (10.2%) were Type One, 57

Type 1
10.2%

(48.3%) were Type Two, and 25 (21.2%)
were Type Three. The distribution is
depicted in Figure 13. These results reveal
that the single offense offenders are likely
to be classified as Type Two on the

Type 2
48.3%

MTC:CM3 A1, and least likely to be Type
One. This analysis indicates that the single offense offender has the highest likelihood of being
low in fixation and low in social competence (MTC:CM3 A1 Type 2). Of the 118 offenders
classified into an MTC:CM3 A1 type, 77 offenders retained a dominant Actions type (Actions
Type 1 or Actions Type 2). A chi-square analysis was performed to assess if classifying with
Type 1 actions theme or classifying with Type 2 actions theme predicted MTC:CM3 A1
typology. Three cells had an expected count of less than 5. The chi-square analysis revealed no
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statistical significance (X2(3)=.552, p=.907) between actions type theme and MTC:CM3 A1.
This indicates that the differentiated crime scene behaviors are not a good statistical predictor of
MTC:CM3 A1 placement when taking all of the MTC:CM3 A1 typologies into consideration.
Behavioral Theme v. MTC:CM3 A1 (Single) | Table 5 reveals the associations in a crosstabulation between a single offense offenders’ behavioral theme and their MTC:CM3 A1
typology placement. The table reveals that although many of the offenders classify into
MTC:CM3 A1 Type 2, this is not differentiable by the actions theme presented by the offender.
Given only two action typologies were developed, the diversity of offenders within each
typology are more substantial than if a number of sub-facets of action themes were developed
from the SSA. For this reason, it is not surprising that the offenders differentiated within the two
action typologies were not found to be correlated to a particular typology on axis one of the
MTC:CM3. Thus, it can be concluded that an offender’s behaviors at the crime scene are not a
good predictor of their placement on the MTC:CM3 A1.
Table 5
Single Offense Offender Actions Theme to MTC:CM3 A1 Classification
Action
Classification
Actions Type 1
Actions Type 2
Difference

Type 0
18.3%
17.6%
.7%

MTC:CM3 A1 Classification
Type 1
Type 2
10%
50%
5.9%
58.8%
4.1%
8.8%

Type 3
21.7%
17.6%
4.1%

Mann-Whitney U tests were performed to determine if there were statistically significant
differences in the number of Actions Type 1 and Actions Type 2 single offense offenders who
classified into MTC:CM A1 classifications. For the Type 0 classification, the number of Actions
Type 1 offenders (mean rank = 39.06) was not statistically significantly different from the
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number of Actions Type 2 offenders (mean rank = 38.79), U = 506.5, z = -.064, p = .949. For the
Type 1 classification, the number Actions Type 1 offenders (mean rank = 39.35) was not
statistically significantly different from the number of Actions Type 2 offenders (mean rank =
37.76), U = 489, z = -.518, p = .605). For the Type 2 classification, the number of Actions Type
1 offenders (mean rank = 38.25) was not statistically significantly different from the number of
Actions Type 2 offenders (mean rank = 41.65), U = 555, z = .639, p = .523. Lastly, for the Type
3 classification, the number of Actions Type 1 offenders (mean rank = 39.34) is not statistically
significantly different from the number of Actions Type 2 offenders (mean rank = 37.79), U =
489.5, z = -.358, p = .720.
MTC:CM3 A1 Distribution (Recidivist) | For the recidivist offenders, placement on Axis One
of the MTC:CM3 was analyzed in the same
manner as was for the single offense

Figure 14

offenders. MTC:CM3 A1 data for 143 of the

Recidivist Offender MTC:CM3 A1 Distribution
Type 3
7.7%

815 offenders was available in this archival
data. Of the 143 offenders classified, 85
(59.4%) were Type Zero, 23 (16.1%) were

Type 2
16.8%

Type One, 24 (16.8%) were Type Two, and
11 (7.7%) were Type Three on Axis One of
the MTC:CM3. Figure 14 depicts the
frequency distribution of placement on the

Type 1
16.1%

MTC:CM3 A1 for these recidivist offenders.
These results reveal that recidivist offenders
are more likely to be Type 0 on the MTC:CM3 A1, and least likely to be Type 3. The high

Type 0
59.4%
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frequency of MTC:CM3 A1 indicates that most recidivist offenders are likely to be of high
fixation but low social competence (MTC:CM3 A1 Type 0). Of the 143 offenders classified into
an MTC:CM3 A1 type, 106 offenders classified as dominant in action theme (Type 1 actions or
Type 2 actions). A chi-square analysis was performed to assess if classifying Type 1 actions or
classifying into Type 2 actions predicted MTC:CM3 A1 typology. 2 cells had an expected count
less than 5. The chi-square analysis revealed no statistical significance (X2(3)=2.523, p=.471)
between the actions type theme and MTC:CM3 A1 typology. This reveals that the differentiated
crime-scene behaviors are not a good predictor of MTC:CM3 A1 placement when taking all of
the typologies into consideration.
Behavioral Theme v. MTC:CM3 (Recidivist) | Table 6 reveals the associations in a crosstabulation between the recidivist offenders’ behavioral theme and their MTC:CM3 A1 typology
placement. The Table reveals that although many of the offenders classify into MTC:CM3 A1
Type 0, this is not differentiable by the actions theme presented by the offender. As was
mentioned with the single offense offenders distribution on the MTC:CM3 A1 based on those
developed action themes, an inability to find a correlation is likely due to the diversity in
offenders when developing only two themes from the offense behaviors. Again, it is also
possible that indeed MTC:CM3 A1 cannot be determined based on the way an offender behaves
at the crime scene, indicating that an offender’s actions at the crime scene are not a good
predictor of MTC:CM3 A1 classification.
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Table 6
Recidivist Offender Actions Theme to MTC:CM3 A1 Classification
Action
Classification
Action Type 1
Action Type 2
Difference

Type 0
54.4%
61.3%
6.9%

MTC:CM3 A1 Classification
Type 1
Type 2
15.9%
22.7%
19.4%
11.3%
.5%
11.4%

Type 3
6.8%
8.1%
1.3%

Mann-Whitney U tests were performed to determine if there were statistically significant
differences between Action Type 1 and Action Type 2, and classification on the MTC:CM3 A1.
No statistically significant results were found, indicating that an offender’s actions within the
developed typologies cannot predict an offenders placement on the MTC:CM3. For the Type 0
classification, the number of Action Type 1 offenders (mean rank = 51.4) was not statistically
significantly different from the number of Action Type 2 offenders (mean rank = 54.98), U =
1456, z = .691, p = .489. For Type 1 classification, the number of Action Type 1 offenders (mean
rank = 52.43) was not statistically significantly different from the number of Action Type 2
offenders (mean rank = 54.26), U = 1411, z = .454, p = .650. For the Type 2 classification, the
number of Action Type 2 offenders (mean rank = 57.05) was not statistically significantly
different from the number of Actions Type 2 offenders (mean rank = 50.98), U = 1208, z = 1.574, p = .116. Lastly, for the Type 3 classification, the number of Action Type 1 offenders
(mean rank = 53.11) was not statistically significantly different from the number of Actions Type
2 offenders (mean rank = 53.77), U = 1381, z = .238, p = .812.
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Question Series Four | Single v. Recidivist MTC:CM3 A1
Table 7
Single v. Recidivist MTC:CM3 A1 Classification
Offender Type
Single Offense Offender
Recidivist Offender
Difference

Type 0
20.3%
59.4%
39.1%

MTC:CM3 A1 Classification
Type 1
Type 2
10.2%
48.3%
16.1%
16.8%
5.9%
31.5%

Type 3
21.2%
7.7%
13.5%

*Bolded differences are statistically significant.

Mann-Whitney U tests were run to determine if there were differences in the number of
offenders who classified within an MTC:CM3 A1 Type between the Single Offense Offender
and the Recidivist Offender. Table 7 portrays Single and Recidivist offender classifications and
their differences. Statistically, significant differences are bolded. For Type 0 classification, the
number of Single Offense Offenders (mean rank = 103.04) was statistically significantly lower
than in the Recidivist Offense Offender (mean rank = 154.07), u = 5138, Z = -6.363, p<.001.
This procedure was repeated for MTC:CM3 A1 Type 1, Type 2, and Type 3. For Type 1, the
number of Single Offense Offenders (mean rank = 126.77) was not statistically significantly
different from the Recidivist Offender (mean rank = 134.49), u = 7938, Z = -1.393, p = .164. For
Type 2, the number of Single Offense Offenders (mean rank = 153.54) was statistically
significantly higher than for the Recidivist Offender (mean rank = 112.40), u = 5777.5, z = 5.468, p<.001. For Type 3, the number of Single Offense Offenders (mean rank = 140.65) was
statistically significantly higher than for the Recidivist Offender (mean rank = 123.04), u =
7298.5, z = -3.140, p=.002.
The analysis revealed that recidivist offenders are statistically significantly more likely to
classify as Type 0 on the MTC:CM3 A1, indicating that these offenders are likely to be of high
fixation but low social competence. The Recidivist offenders were also more likely to classify in
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MTC:CM3 A1 Type 1, or of high fixation and high social competence, however, this was not
statistically significant. Moreover, the single offense offenders were more likely to be of
MTC:CM3 Type 2 and Type 3, thus indicating that they are either of low fixation and low social
competence or low fixation and high social competence respectively. The results substantiate the
claim that recidivist offenders tend to be of higher fixation while single offense offenders tend to
be of lower fixation.
Question Series Five | Characteristic Differentiation
Characterological Variable Differentiation (Single) | As was done with the offender’s
behavior variables was also done with the offenders’ characteristics. The analysis of the single
offense offenders’ thematic differentiation of characteristics was done first. Figure 15 reveals the
two-dimensional distribution of the 31 single offender characteristics (n=1,370). The coefficient
of alienation was .19673 which indicated a strong representation of the data in the matrix. The
two-dimensional matrix was utilized as a tool for the interpretation of the more accurate threedimensional matrix. Figure 16 reveals the three-dimensional distribution of the same data (31
offender characteristic variables, n=1,370) for the single offense offenders’ characteristics. The
coefficient of alienation was .14871 which indicated a strong representation of the content
universe on the matrix. Interpretation of the matrix revealed two different types of offenders in
the context of single offense offenders and their characteristics. Table 8 displays all of the
variables organized by characteristic theme type, their corresponding labels on the matrices, and
their within-type frequency after differentiation of the offenders based on their engagement in
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either of the two variable-differentiated themes.9 The table also portrays the total frequency for
the sample of single offense offenders.

Figure 15
Two-dimensional smallest space analysis of the sample of single offense offenders’ personal characteristic
variables. The coefficient of alienation is .19673.

Type 1
Type 2
Non-Differentiable

9

Offender differentiation was done in Question Series Six
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Figure 16
Three-dimensional smallest space analysis of the sample of single offense offenders’ personal characteristic
variables. The coefficient of alienation is .14871.
Type 1
Type 2
Non-Differentiable
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As portrayed in Figure 15 and Figure 16, two thematic characterological groups of
variables can be derived from the analysis. The Type 1 characteristic theme, together, revealed
an offender that obtained a lesser degree of successful life outcomes. Variables clustered on this
end of the SSA included never marrying, having a criminal history of assault, burglary, theft,
robbery, and obstruction. Additional variables for this theme included being unemployed, and
only completing some primary education. Other variables included working in a blue-collar skill
or trade, and service industry jobs. The Type 2 characteristic theme, together, revealed an
offender that has a greater degree of successful life outcomes. Variables clustered on this side of
the SSA included completing some college, four-year college, and professional or graduate
school. Further, being married, having a white-collar job was also associated. Bisexual and
homosexual sexual orientation were two variables aligned with this theme as well. These
variables reveal an offender with greater successful outcomes in social spheres of life. Nondifferentiable characteristics diverse between both groups included heterosexual sexual
orientation, having children or stepchildren, and having a high school diploma or GED.
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Table 8
Single Offense Offender Characteristic Frequencies
Variables
Within Type
Non-Differentiable
Heterosexual (Heterose)
Has Children or Step Children (Childrn)
Highschool Diploma or GED (HSGed)
Type 1
N (979)
(%)
Some Grade School (SomeGrad)
593
60.6%
Never Married (NvrMry)
579
59.1%
Blue Collar Skill/Trade (Blucllr)
380
38.8%
Service Industry (Servind)
298
30.4%
Unemployed (Unem)
251
25.6%
Mental Health Pathology (Mh)
134
13.7%
Lived with Partner (LivWi)
120
12.3%
History of Possession (Poss)
40
4.1%
History of Assault (Assault)
28
2.9%
History of Obstruction (Obstruct)
29
3.0%
History of Theft (Theft)
23
2.3%
Widowed (Wid)
20
2.0%
History of Burglary (Burglary)
15
1.5%
History of Robbery (Rbbry)
7
.7%
History of Adult Sexual Assault (ASA)
1
.1%
Type 2
N (145)
(%)
Married (Mar)
88
60.7%
Divorced or Separated (DivSep)
44
30.3%
Some College (Cllge)
66
45.5%
White Collar (WhtCllr)
48
33.1%
Four Year College (FourYear)
27
18.6%
Bisexual (Bise)
9
6.2%
Homosexual (Homose)
5
3.4%
Graduate or Professional Degree
11
7.6%
(GrdPrf)
Menacing (Menace)
3
2.1%
Teacher (Tchr)
7
4.8%
Property Crime (Prop)
2
1.4%
Coach (Coach)
3
2.1%
Clergy (Clergy)
4
2.8%

N (1,370)

(%)

1017
932
566

74.2%
68%
41.3%

610
606
529
374
303
138
126
42
30
29
23
21
16
7
1

44.5%
44.2%
38.6%
27.3%
22.1%
10.1%
9.2%
3.1%
2.2%
2.1%
1.7%
1.5%
1.2%
.5%
.1%

394
221
132
52
35
30
23
13

28.8%
16.1%
9.6%
3.8%
2.6%
2.2%
1.7%
.9%

10
7
6
4
4

.7%
.5%
.4%
.3%
.3%
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Table 8 reveals the frequency distribution of the offenders into characterological groups
after differentiation of individual offenders was performed as part of Question Series Six. The
table portrays the frequency makeup of the individual characteristic variables of the
characteristic themes to which they are associated with. With regards to the Type 1 themed
offenders, most of these offenders did not graduate primary schooling (60.6%). In addition,
many of these offenders were unemployed (25.6%), and some retained mental health pathologies
(13.7%), whether it be either an intellectual disability, neuropsychological deficits, or intellectual
impairment. Many offenders had a history of theft, burglary, robbery, assault, adult sexual
assault, obstruction, and/or possession of drugs or drug paraphernalia (14.6%). The majority of
these offenders never married (59.1%). Moreover, many of these offenders were blue-collar
workers, either worked a trade, or worked in the service industry (69.2%). Offenders in Type 2
characteristic theme were married or had been married but were divorced or separated (91%).
Many of these offenders had also engaged in higher-level education at some point in their life
(71.7%), 7.6% having completed graduate school or professional school. Moreover, many of
these offenders retained white-collar careers (33.1%). With regards to specific positions or
careers to which an offender had access to children, the Type 2 theme had teachers (7.6%),
clergy members (2.8%), and coaches (2.1%). In addition, some offenders in this theme had a
sexual orientation that was either bisexual or homosexual (9.6%). Lastly, a small portion of
offenders had a criminal history pertaining to menacing, such as stalking, harassing, or making
threats (2.1%), and property crime (1.4%). The Type 2 offender is best characterized as having
more successful life outcomes. The frequency makeup of the behaviors within the developed
themes reflects the prevalence of these characteristics within such offenders.
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Offender Characterological Differentiation (Recidivist) | Figure 17 reveals the twodimensional distribution of the 36 offender characteristics for the recidivist offenders (n=815).
The coefficient of alienation was .21038 which revealed that the representation of the content
universe is not strong but adequate. As mentioned in the earlier portions of the results, this is
expected with the two-dimensional matrix given the limitations to mapping variables inherent
with limited dimensions. Figure 18 reveals the three-dimensional distribution of the same data
(36 offender characteristic variables, N=815). The coefficient of alienation was .15148 which
indicated that the representation of the content universe on the matrix is strong. Interpretation of
the matrices revealed two different types of offenders based on offender characteristics. The
matrices were bifurcated into two facets, as intended, to represent a continuum or spectrum of
offenders, and the same variables are organized into their respective subtypes. Table 9 displays
all of the variables organized by characteristic theme type, their corresponding labels on the
matrices, and their within-type frequency after differentiation as well as total frequency for the
sample of recidivist offenders.
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Figure 17
Two-dimensional smallest space analysis of the sample of recidivist offenders’ personal characteristic variables.
The coefficient of alienation is .21038.

Type 1
Type 2
Non-Differentiable
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Figure 18
Three-dimensional smallest space analysis of the sample of recidivist offenders’ personal characteristic
variables. The coefficient of alienation is .15148.
Type 1
Type 2
Non-Differentiable
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As portrayed in Figure 17 and Figure 18, two thematic characterological groups of
variables can be derived from the analysis of recidivist offender characteristics. The Type 1
characteristics theme, together, revealed an offender that obtained a lesser degree of successful
life outcomes. Variables clustered on this side of the SSA included a criminal history of robbery,
theft, adult sexual assault, possession of a controlled substance or drug paraphernalia, burglary
assault, menacing and/or obstruction. Never marrying, was also an associated variable.
Unemployment was associated with this theme as well as having a mental health pathology.
Moreover, failure to graduate primary schooling was a characteristic associated with this theme.
The Type 2 characteristic theme, together, revealed an offender that had a greater degree of
successful life outcomes. Educational variables clustered at this theme included graduating high
school, completing some college, completing a four-year college program, and/or engaging in
graduate school or a professional program. Having a white-collar job was also associated with
this theme. Bisexual and homosexual sexual orientation were additionally associated with this
theme. The non-differentiable characteristics were having children or stepchildren, heterosexual
sexual orientation, and holding a blue-collar job or trade.
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Table 9
Recidivist Offender Characteristic Variable Frequencies
Variables
Within Typology
Non-Differentiable
Has Children or Step Children (Childrn)
Heterosexual (Heterose)
Blue Collar Skill/Trade (Blucllr)
Type 1
N (425)
(%)
Never Married (NvrMry)
299
70.4%
Some Grade School (SomeGrad)
272
64%
Unemployed (Unem)
171
40.2%
Mental Health Pathology (Mh)
132
31.1%
History of Adult Sexual Assault (HxASA)
63
14.8%
Lived with Partner (LivWi)
54
12.7%
History of Assault (Assault)
23
5.4%
History of Theft (Theft)
22
5.2%
History of Posession (Poss)
19
4.5%
History of Obstructing (Obstruct)
14
3.3%
History of Menacing (Menace)
7
1.6%
History of Burglary (Burglar)
8
1.9%
Day Care Provider (Daycr)
2
.5%
Type 2
N (235)
(%)
Highschool Diploma or GED (HSGed)
127
54%
Married (Mar)
121
51.5%
Service Industry (Servind)
76
32.3%
Divorced or Separated (DivSep)
76
32.3%
Some College (Cllg)
51
21.7%
Bisexual (Bise)
21
8.9%
History of Exhibitionism (HxExh)
28
11.9%
Homosexual (Homose)
17
7.2%
White Collar (WhtCllr)
31
13.2%
Four Year College (FourYear)
17
7.2%
Graduate or Professional Degree (GrdPrf)
11
4.7%
Widowed (Wid)
5
2.1%
History of Voyeurism (HxVoy)
4
1.7%
Teacher (Tchr)
7
3%
Clergy (Clergy)
1
.4%
History of Property Crime (Prop)
4
1.7%
History of Computer Related Crime (HxComp)
3
1.3%
History of Robbery (Rbbry)
0
0%
Coach (Coach)
2
.9%
Scout Leader (Scout)
1
.4%

N (815)

(%)

523
483
325

64.2%
59.3%
39.9%

389
372
199
163
92
60
30
27
21
18
15
11
3

47.7%
45.6%
24.4%
20%
11.3%
7.4%
3.7%
3.3%
2.6%
2.2%
1.8%
1.3%
.4%

327
201
185
149
77
54
48
44
35
18
13
10
9
7
4
4
3
3
2
1

40.1%
24.7%
22.7%
18.3%
9.4%
6.6%
5.9%
5.4%
4.3%
2.2%
1.6%
1.2%
1.1%
.9%
.5%
.5%
.4%
.4%
.2%
.1%
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Table 9 reveals the frequency distribution of the offenders into characteristic groups after
differentiation of the individual offenders was performed as part of Question Series Six. The
table portrays the frequency makeup of the individual characteristic variables within the
characterological themes to which they are associated with. Concerning the Type 1 characteristic
theme, most did not complete primary schooling (64%), and a large portion of these offenders
were unemployed (40.2%). In addition, most of these offenders were never married (70.4%),
however, some did live with a partner (12.7%). A notable portion of offenders had a mental
health pathology affecting cognition, such as intellectual disability, or neuropsychological
deficits (31.1%). Moreover, a large portion of these offenders had a criminal history of either
adult sexual assault, assault, theft, possession of controlled substances or paraphernalia,
menacing, burglary, or obstruction (36.7%). In regard to the Type 2 characteristic theme, most of
these offenders graduated high school or attained an equivalent diploma (54%). Most of these
offenders had also married (51.5%). Moreover, many of these offenders engaged in higher-level
education whether it be some college, a four-year program, or a graduate or professional degree
(33.6%). Moreover, a large portion of these offenders held jobs in the service industry (32.7%),
however, white-collar careers were present in several offenders (13.2%). Many of these
offenders were either of bisexual or homosexual sexual orientation (16.1%). Interestingly, the
Type 2 recidivist offender theme involved having a criminal history of voyeurism, property
crime, computer crimes, exhibitionism, and robbery (16.6%). Being a teacher, clergy member,
coach, and/or scout leader occurred in many offenders in this theme (4.7%). The frequency
makeup of the characteristics within the developed characterological themes reflects the
prevalence of these characteristics in such offenders.
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Single v. Recidivist Characteristic Variable Themes | As with the action/behavior variable
distribution on the SSA matrices, the characteristics between the single offense offender and the
recidivist offender differed minimally. Beginning with the non-differentiable variables, both the
offender having children and the offender orienting as heterosexual remained within both
samples of offenders. The single offense offender had a high school diploma or GED as a nondifferentiating variable, but the recidivist offender sample had this as a Type 2 variable. In
addition, being a blue-collar employee was a non-differentiating variable for the recidivist
offender but a Type 1 variable for the single offense offender. For the recidivist offender,
working in the service industry, being widowed, and having committed a robbery in the past
were Type 2 variables, whereas they were Type 1 variables for the single offense offender.
Finally, menacing was a type 2 variable for the single offense offender but a Type 1 variable for
the recidivist offender. Concerning absent variables, the recidivist offender had the variables
exhibitionism, history of voyeurism, history of computer crimes, and scout leader as Type 2
variables, which were absent for the single offense offender due to no presence in this sample. In
addition, daycare staff was a variable present as a Type 1 variable in the recidivist offender but
absent in the single offense offender. As will be assessed in the next portion of the results, the
recidivist offenders had a higher presence of Type 2 characteristic offenders, so the higher
presence of these offenders may have pulled blue-collar employment into the non-differentiating
aspect of the matrices. A similar remark can be made for service industry employment and high
school diploma or GED, however, both a history of robbery and being widowed were more
distanced from the Type 1 theme in the recidivist offender matrices. Although there were some
differences between the single offense offenders' two characteristic themes and the recidivist
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offenders' themes, they were remarkably similar. Differences may be attributable to the thematic
trends of the groups as a whole and not the individual type-themes.
Question Series Six | Differentiation of Offenders
Offender Characteristic Differentiation (Single) | Single offender characteristic variables were
assigned a type in the same manner that the actions variables were,
and this based on the interpretation of the matrices in Figure 15 and Figure 16. Nondifferentiable variables included a sexual orientation of heterosexual (Heterose)(74%) having a
Highschool Diploma or GED (HSGed)(41%), and having children (Childrn)(68%).
Differentiation of each of the offenders was
conducted in the same manner as were when
assessing their actions variables, through

Figure 19
Single Offense Offender Characteristic Theme Distribution

frequency analysis of each of the individual

Hybrid
17.7%

Mixed
0.3%

offenders. A total of 979 (71.5%) single
offenders classified into Type 1
Characteristics, 145 (10.6%) into Type 2
characteristics, 242 (17.7%) into Hybrid

Type 2
10.6%

characteristics, and 4 (.3%) into Mixed
characteristics. The results reveal that a
substantial percentage of single offense
offenders classified into Type 1 in terms of
their dominant characteristics, reflecting the
theme of reduced life success and inhibited
social adaptation of the offenders. Table 5, in the variable-differentiation section of the results,

Type 1
71.5%
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depicts each of the variables that are classified into the dominant types as well as the withingroup frequencies. Figure 19 depicts the distribution of offenders within the subtypes based on
classification from the SSA matrices. Chi-Square analysis was performed to assess the
distribution of offenders’ characteristics that could be classified into a theme (n=1,124) and
offenders who could not be classified (n=246), to assess whether the themes created could
adequately classify a statistically significant number of offenders based on characteristic
variables. The chi-square analysis showed a statistically significant difference (X2(1)=562.689, p
< .001) between the number of offenders who classified as having a dominant characteristic
theme (Type 1 or Type 2) and the number of offenders who did not have a dominant
characteristic theme (Hybrid or Mixed). This indicates that most offenders can be classified into
a dominant theme, supporting the thematic structure developed. An additional chi-square
analysis was performed to assess the distribution of the single offense offenders’ characteristics
within the classifiable theme of Type 1 characteristics (n=979) versus Type 2 characteristics
(n=145). The chi-square analysis showed a statistically significant difference (X2(1)=618.822, p
< .001) between the number of offenders who classified as having Type 1 characteristics versus
offenders who classified as having Type 2 characteristics. This suggests that single offense
offenders are statistically significantly more likely to reflect the Type 1 theme as opposed to the
Type 2 theme.
Offender Characteristic Differentiation (Recidivist) | Like the single offense offender
characteristics, recidivist offender characteristic variables (36) were assigned a type based on the
interpretation of the matrices in figure 17 and figure 18. The high-frequency variables in this
sample were the offender being heterosexual (Heterose)(59%), the offender had children
(Childrn)(64%), and the offender was a blue-collar worker (Blucllr)(40%). The offenders'
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dominant type was differentiated based on the frequency of characteristics. This was performed
in the same manner as the actions. The distribution of offenders into each theme is revealed in
figure 20. A total of 425 (52.1%) offenders classified into Type 1 characteristics, 235 (28.8%) of
offenders classified into Type 2 characteristics, 129 (15.8%) classified into Hybrid
characteristics, and 26 (3.2%) classified into mixed. The results reveal a large portion of
offenders classified as having predominantly
Type 1 characteristics, followed by Type 2.

Figure 20

Table 6 portrays the characteristic variables

Recidivist Offender Characteristic Theme Distribution

that were classified into each type along with
the within-group frequencies. A chi-square

Hybrid
15.8%

Mixed
3.2%

analysis was performed to assess the
distribution of offender characteristic
classifications that could be classified into a
Type 1
52.1%

dominant theme (n=660) versus offenders that
could not be classified into a dominant theme
(n=155), which was done to determine if the

Type 2
28.8%

themes developed could adequately classify the
recidivist offenders. The chi-square analysis
showed a statistically significant difference
(X2(1)=312.914, p < .001) between the number of offenders classified as having a dominant
characteristic theme (Type 1 or Type 2) and the undifferentiated theme (Hybrid or Mixed). This
indicated that most offenders can be classified into a dominant theme. An additional chi-square
analysis was performed to assess the distribution of the recidivist offenders’ characteristic theme
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within a classifiable theme of Type 1 characteristics (n=425) versus Type 2 characteristics
(n=235). The chi-square analysis showed a statistically significant difference (X2(1)=54.697, P <
.001) between the number of offenders who classified as dominant Type 1 characteristics and
dominant Type 2 characteristics. This indicated that there are a higher number of offenders that
present with Type 1 characteristics over type 2 characteristics. This suggests the possibility that
an external variable or concept is mediating the relationship between the two groups. Moreover,
it can be posited that the themes of the Type 2 offender are more closely associated with the
overall nature of recidivist offenders.
Single v. Recidivist Variable Comparison | Since recidivism can be an important implication in
profiling an offender, the current experiment aimed to assess if single offense offenders and
recidivist offenders revealed substantial differences in the characteristic variables exhibited.
Table 10 reveals all of the characteristic variables sub-grouped by characterological category and
ordered by frequency of the difference between single and recidivist offenders within those
subgroups. Differences greater than or equal to 10% were bolded. Most of the variables were
very close in frequency, indicating that recidivist offenders and single offenders are not
incredibly different, and the thematic typologies developed by the differentiation experiment are
relatively interchangeable. Nevertheless, two notable differences were discovered between these
offenders. In the personal life category, single offense offenders classified as heterosexual 14.3%
more than the recidivist offender. Although not remarkably significant, recidivist offenders
presented with a higher rate of bisexual-oriented individuals and homosexual-oriented
individuals. Nevertheless, this merely indicates that the single offense offender is slightly more
likely to be heterosexual than the single offense offender. In regards to sexual orientation,
heterosexual orientation was such a ubiquitous variable in general that it was non-differentiable
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for both the Type 1 and Type 2 offenders, and since bisexuality and homosexuality were not
substantially different between single and recidivist offenders, sexual orientation is likely not of
utility in offender profiling. Lastly, recidivist offenders offended against males at a higher rate
within the actions category, however, this may not simply represent an offender who is
homosexual or bisexual but may also represent indiscriminate offenders. The other large
difference is within the criminal history subsection where a history of adult sexual assault is
greater in frequency by 11.2% with recidivists than with single offense offenders. Given the
nature of recidivist offending, it is not particularly surprising that recidivist offenders have a
higher rate of other sexual assault offenses as well. Note that recidivist offenders hold all of the
exhibitionism cases, all of the voyeurism cases, and all of the computer crime-related cases,
which further emphasizes the libidinous and perhaps pathological nature of the recidivist sex
offender.
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Table 10
Single Characteristics to Recidivist Characteristics
Variables
Single (%)
Personal Life
Heterosexual
74.2%
Bisexual
2.2%
Married
28.8%
Has Children or Step Children
68%
Homosexual
1.7%
Divorced or Separated
16.1%
Lived with Partner
9.2%
Never Married
44.2%
Widowed
1.5%
Education
Highschool Diploma or GED
41.3%
Some Grade School
44.5%
Graduate or Professional Degree
.9%
Four Year College
2.6%
Some College
9.6%
Jobs or Careers
Service Industry
27.3%
Unemployed
22.1%
Blue Collar Skill/Trade
38.6%
White Collar
3.8%
Criminal History
History of Adult Sexual Assault
.1%
History of Exhibitionism
0%
History of Theft
1.7%
History of Assault
2.2%
History of Menacing
.7%
History of Voyeurism
0%
History of Possession
3.1%
History of Computer Related Crime
0%
History of Robbery
.5%
History of Burglary
1.2%
History of Obstruction
2.1%
History of Property Crime
.4%
Child-Access Positions
Teacher
.5%
Day Care Provider
0%
Clergy
.3%
Scout Leader
0%
Coach
.3%
* Bolded differences indicate ≥10% difference.

Recidivist (%)

Difference (%)

59.3%
6.6%
24.7%
64.2%
5.4%
18.3%
7.4%
44.7%
1.2%

14.3%
4.4%
4.1%
3.8%
3.7%
2.2%
1.8%
.5%
.3%

40.1%
45.6%
1.6%
2.2%
9.4%

1.2%
1.1%
.7%
.4%
.2%

22.7%
24.4%
39.9%
4.3%

4.6%
2.3%
1.3%
.5%

11.3%
5.9%
3.3%
3.7%
1.8%
1.1%
2.6%
.4%
.4%
1.3%
2.2%
.5%

11.2%
5.9%
1.6%
1.5%
1.1%
1.1%
.5%
.4%
.1%
.1%
.1%
.1%

.9%
.4%
.5%
.1%
.2%

.4%
.4%
.2%
.1%
.1%
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Question Series Seven | MTC:CM3 A1 v. Characteristic Theme
Offender Characteristics Type to MTC:CM3 A1 (Single) | For the single offense offender, we
aimed to assess if the classification of a dominant characteristic (Type 1 characteristics, or Type
2 characteristics) predicted
MTC:CM3 A1 placement. For the
descriptive statistics in the sample of

Figure 21
Single offense offenders characteristic themes and MTC:CM3 A1
Classification

single offenders placement on the
60
51

MTC:CM3 A1 see Experiment Two.
Of the 118 single offenders that
were classified into the MTC:CM3
A1, 96 classified as having a
dominant characteristic theme (Type

Number of Offenders

50
40
30
20
10

14

11

8

7
3

2

1 characteristics or Type 2

0

0

characteristics). A chi-square
analysis was performed to assess if

Characteristics Type 1

Characteristics Type 2

Characteristics Theme
Type 0

Type 1

Type 2

Type 3

classifications on the MTC:CM3 A1
within Type 1 characteristics or
Type 2 characteristics revealed statistically significant differences in expected MTC:CM3 A1
typology. 3 cells had an expected count of less than 5. The chi-square analysis revealed a
statistical significance (X2(3)=23.557, p<.001) between characteristic type theme and MTC:CM3
A1. Given a statistical significance was found, a posthoc analysis was performed to assess the
region of significance through adjusted standardized residuals. Characteristics Type 1 predicted
MTC:CM3 Axis 1 Type 2 typology, and revealed an adjusted standardized residual of 4.1,
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wherein Characteristics Type 1 offenders were more likely to classify into the A1 Type 2
typology. In addition, Characteristics Type 1 were statistically significantly less likely to classify
in A1 Type 3, with an adjusted standardized residual of -4.1. All other adjusted standardized
residuals were within .2. Characteristics Type 2 predicted MTC:CM3 Axis 1 Type 3 with an
adjusted standardized residual of 4.1, wherein 61.5% of the characteristics Type 2 classified into
the A1 Type 3 typology. In addition, Characteristics Type 2 were statistically significantly less
likely to classify A1 Type 2 with an adjusted standardized residual of -4.1. Figure 21 depicts
associations between characteristics and MTC:CM3 for the single offender. This reveals that the
classification of single offense offender characteristics is statistically significantly likely to be
placed on the MTC:CM3 A1 Type 2 classification and Type 2 characteristic offenders are
statistically significantly more likely to be placed on MTC:CM3 A1 Type 3 classification.
Mann Whitney U tests were performed to assess if there were statistically significant
differences between the two characteristics typologies and their placement on the MTC:CM3 A1.
Table 11 portrays the characteristic typologies for the single offense offender and their
subsequent frequency of placement on the MTC:CM3 A1 classificaitons. Bolded differences are
statistically significantly different. For Type 0 classification, the number of Characteristics Type
1 offenders (mean rank = 48.6) was not statistically significant from the Characteristics Type 2
offenders (mean rank = 47.88), U = 531.5, z = - .133, p = .894. For the Type 1 classification, the
nuumber of Characteristics Type 1 (mean rank = 47.55) was not statistically significant from the
Characteristics Type 2 (mean rank = 54.58), U = 618.5, z = 1.599, p = .11. For the Type 2
classification, the number of Characteristics Type 1 (mean rank = 52.49) was statistically
significantly differenct from Characteristics Type 2 (mean rank = 23), U = 208, z = -4.107, p <
.001. For the Type 3 classification, the number of Characteristics Type 1 (mean rank = 45.36) is
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statistically significantly different from the Characteristics Type 2 (mean rank = 68.54), U = 800,
z = 4.042, p < .001.
Table 11
Single Offense Offender Characteristic Theme v. MTC:C3 A1
Characteristic
Typology
Characteristics Type 1
Characteristics Type 2
Difference

Type 0
16.9%
15.4%
1.5%

MTC:CM3 A1 Classification
Type 1
Type 2
8.4%
61.4%
23.1%
0%
14.7%
61.4%

Type 3
13.3%
61.5%
48.2%

*Bolded are statistically significant

The analysis revealed that Type 1 characteristics theme offenders are not statistically
significantly different from each other in Type 0 or Type 1 MTC:CM3 A1 classification. The
analysis did reveal that characteristics Type 1 offenders are far more likely to classify as Type 2
on the MTC:CM3 A1 than characteristics Type 2. This indicates that characteristics Type 1
offenders are likely to be of low fixation and low social competence. The analysis also revealed
that Characteristics Type 2 offenders are far more likely to classify as MTC:CM3 A1 Type 3
than Characteristics Type 1 offenders. This indicates that characteristics Type 2 offenders are
generally of low fixation but high social competence. In sum, the analysis revealed that the
single offense offenders are generally low fixation offenders, but they can be differentiated by
social competence, wherein the characteristics Type 1 offender is low social competence and the
characteristics Type 2 offender is high social competence. This further substantiates the lifesuccess interpretation of the smallest space analysis, which posited that Type 1 offenders have
reduced life success, and the type 2 offenders have better life success and outcomes.
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Offender Characteristics Type to MTC:CM3 A1 (Recidivist) | For the recidivist offender, the
analysis aimed to assess if the classification of a dominant characteristic (Type 1 characteristics,
or Type 2 characteristics) predicted MTC:CM3 A1 placement. For the descriptive statistics in the
sample of single offenders
placement on the MTC:CM3 Figure 22
A1 see Experiment Three:

Recidivist offenders characteristic theme and classification on MTC:CM3 A1
70

Actions Theme v. MTC:CM3

60

A1. Of the 143 offenders that

50

were classified on the
MTC:CM3 A1, 126 classified
as having a dominant

Number of Offenders

Single Offense Offenders’

40
30
20

characteristic theme (Type 1
10

characteristics or Type 2
0

characteristics). A chi-square

Characteristics Type 1

Characteristics Type 2

Characteristics Theme

analysis was performed to
Type 0

Type 1

Type 2

Type 3

assess if statistically
significant differences were found between the expected and observed values within the
characteristics Type 1 and characteristics Type 2 themes and their respective classifications on
the MTC:CM3 A1. 1 cell had an expected count less than 5. The chi-square analysis revealed a
statistically significant difference (X2(3)=38.061, p<.001) between characteristic type theme and
MTC:CM3 A1. Given a statistical significance was found, a posthoc analysis was performed to
assess the region of significance, through adjusted standardized residuals. characteristics Type 1
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predicted MTC:CM3 A1 Type 0 with an adjusted standardized residual of 3.1, wherein 68.5% of
this offender type classified into that MTC:CM3 type. Characteristics Type 1 also predicted
MTC:CM3 A1 Type 2 with a residual of 2.4, wherein 20.7% of the Type 1 characteristic
offenders classified into this MTC:CM3 typology. Characteristics Type 1 was statistically
significantly not likely to be associated with MTC:CM3 A1 Type 1, with an adjusted
standardized residual of -5.8. Characteristics Type 2 predicted MTC:CM3 A1 Type 1 with an
adjusted standardized residual of 5.8, wherein 47.1% of characteristics Type 2 classified into this
MTC:CM3 typology. Characteristics Type 2 was statistically significantly not likely to classify
as A1 Type 0 and Type 2 with adjusted standardized residuals of -3.1 and -2.5 respectively.
Figure 22 depicts the associations between characteristics and the MTC:CM3 A1 for the
recidivist offender. This reveals that the classification of recidivist offender characteristics can
reflect the offenders' placement on the MTC:CM3 A1. Specifically, characteristics Type 1
predicts MTC:CM3 A1 Type 0 and Type 2, and Type 2 characteristics predicted MTC:CM3 A1
Type 1 placement.
Mann-Whitney U tests were performed to determine if there were differences int eh
number of offenders who classifeid within an MTC:CM3 A1 Type between the Characteristics
Tyep 1 and Characterstics Type 2 classifications for the recidivist offender. For the Type 0
classification, the number of Characteristics Type 1 offenders (mean rank = 68.64) was
statistically significantly higher than the Characteristics Type 2 offender (mean rank = 49.59), u
= 1091, Z = -3.068, p = .002. For the Type 1 classification, the number of Characteristics Type 1
offenders (mean rank = 56.24) was statistically significantly lower than the Characteristics Type
2 offenders (mean rank = 83.15), u = 2232, Z = 5.8, p < .001. For the Type 2 classification, the
number of Characteristics Type 1 offenders (mean rank = 66.51) was statistically significantly
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higher than tht Characteristics Type 2 offenders (mean rank = 55.35), u = 1287, Z = -2.405, p =
.016. For the Typ3 3 classification, the number of Characteristics Type 1 offenders (mean rank =
62.61) was not statistically significantly different from the number of of Characteristics Type 2
offenders (mean rank = 65.91), u = 1646, Z = .963, p = .336. Table 12 reveals the cross
tabulation with bolded differences for statistically significant associations.
Table 12
Recidivist Offender Characteristics Theme v. MTC:CM3 A1
Characteristics
Classification
Characteristics Type 1
Characteristics Type 2
Difference

Type 0
68.5%
38.2%
30.3%

MTC:CM3 A1 Classification
Type 1
Type 2
4.3%
20.7%
47.1%
2.9%
42.8%
17.8%

Type 3
6.5%
11.8%
5.3%

*Bolded are statistically significant

The analysis reveals that the Characteristics Type 1 offenders for the recidivist sample
are statistically significantly more likely to classify as MTC:CM3 A1 Type 0, indicating that
these offenders are of high fixation and low social competence. Moreover, These offenders are
also statistically significantly more likely to classify as MTC:CM3 A1 Type 2 indicating that
these offenders are likely to be of low fixation and low social competence. Moreover, the
analysis revealed that Characteristics Type 2 is statistically significantly more likely to classify
as MTC:CM3 A1 Type 1 revealing that these offenders are often of high fixation and high social
competence. In sum, these results indicate that when the Chjarateristics Type 1 offender is of low
social competence regardless of their level of fixation. However, the Characteristics Type 2
offender is generally of high social competence and high fixation. These results further
emphasize that the Type 2 characteristics reflect an individual with lower societal success and
that the Characteristics Type 2 offenders reflect more successful life outcomes secondary to
enhanced social competencies.
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Question Series Eight | Behaviroal v. Characterological Theme
Given the actions typologies are mutually exclusive from the characteristics
classification, Experiment Five sought to assess if an offender's actions classification can predict
an offender's characteristics classification. In order to assess this, a cross-tabulation was
conducted on the frequencies of the single offense offenders and an additional separate crosstabulation was conducted for the recidivist offenders’ actions and characteristics.
Single Offense Offender | Table 13 depicts the cross-tabulation of the single offense offenders’
actions classification and how they classify into characteristics classification. Of note is that
regardless of the actions exhibited within the criminal offense, most offenders are more likely to
classify into the Characteristics Type 1 offender group and are not very likely to classify into the
Characteristics Type 2 group. For the Type 1 actions offenders, the highest frequency
characteristics classification was Type 1 characteristics followed by the non-differentiating
hybrid classification. For Type 2 actions, the highest classification was also the Type 1
characteristics type followed by the Type 2 characteristics. Note that even the non-differentiating
action types such as the hybrid and mixed are predominantly classified into Type 1
characteristics. Table 14 depicts a cross-tabulation where the rows are the characteristics
classification, and the columns are the actions classifications. The table reveals that Type 1
actions are predominant throughout the sample regardless of the characteristics classification,
and that Type 2 actions are not remarkably common. These results reveal that for the single
offense offenders, the action typologies developed in the current research are not a good
predictor of the offender’s characteristic classifications. And inversely, the offenders’
characteristics classification is not a good predictor of their actions or the way they will behave
in the commission of a crime. The major takeaway in assessing the connections between the
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actions and the characteristics is that the offenders' behavior at the crime scene, from the
currently developed themes, is not a good predictor of their characteristics, from the currently
developed themes. Regardless of who the offender is in their personal life, they can engage with
the victim in any non-predictable manner with any level of deviancy or impulsivity, of course
following of the population distribution of most offenders, exhibiting impulsive-opportunistic
Type 1 actions. More specifically, regardless of if an offender did not complete grade school, or
graduated from a graduate or professional school, they have the potential to behave in a more
deviant manner or impulsively, as their characteristics do not predict the behavioral outcomes.
Table 13
Single Offense Offender Offense Action Theme v. Characteristic Theme
Actions
Classification

Characteristics Classification
Row Total
Type 1

Type 2

Hybrid

Mixed

Type 1

526 (67.5%)

80 (10.3%)

171 (22%)

2 (.3%)

779

Type 2

155 (77.9%)

23 (11.6%)

21 (10.6%)

0 (0%)

199

Hybrid

173 (78.6%)

21 (9.5%)

24 (10.9%)

2 (.9%)

220

Mixed

125 (72.7%)

21 (12.2%)

26 (15.1%)

0 (0%)

172

Table 14
Single Offense Offender Characteristics Theme v. Actions Classification
Characteristics
Classification

Actions Classification
Row Total
Type 1

Type 2

Hybrid

Mixed

Type 1

526 (53.7%)

155 (15.8%)

173 (17.7%)

125 (12.8%)

979

Type 2

80 (55.2%)

23 (15.9%)

21 (14.5%)

21 (14.5%)

145

Hybrid

171 (70.7%)

21 (8.7%)

24 (9.9%)

26 (10.7%)

242

Mixed

2 (50%)

0 (0%)

2 (50%)

0 (0%)

4
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Recidivist Offender | Table 15 reveals the cross-tabulation for the recidivist offenders' actions
classification and how they matched into the characteristics classifications. As noted with the
single offense offenders, it is understood that regardless of the actions type, an offender is likely
to classify into Type 1 characteristics, however, there is notably more spread wherein actions
Type 1 is manifested by characteristics Type 1 and Type 2 more evenly, with 13.4% more
classifying as Type 1 characteristics. A similar remark can be made for the Type 2 actions
offenders who, although having a greater presence on the Type 1 characteristics theme, also have
a presence on the Type 2 characteristics theme with a difference of 26.6%. The nondifferentiable classifications such as the hybrid and mixed action typologies also show this
relative distribution and remain mostly as Type 1 characteristics, however. This reveals that the
actions classifications do not predict the characteristic classification of the offenders and that
most offenders tend to be classified as reflecting the Type 1 characteristics theme. However, with
the recidivist offenders, they were more likely than the single offense offenders to classify into
Type 2 characteristics indicating that although most of these offenders have reduced life success
outcomes, a larger portion of these offenders do have successful life outcomes. Table 16 depicts
the offenders' characteristic classification as the row variable and their actions classification as
the column variables. Interestingly, this table indicates that regardless of an offenders’
characteristics, they are more likely to behave within Type 2 themed actions, or behave with
more deviance in the context of the offense. This relationship is more evident for the Type 1
actions offender, however, it's less statistically substantial for the Type 2. This table reveals that
the recidivist offender to exhibit either impulsive, or violent and deviant actions at the crime
scene, and even though it seems as though these offenders are more likely to exhibit deviant
actions at the crime scene, it is not substantial enough, with the exception of Type 1
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characteristics, to state that these offenders will most likely exhibit these actions, they merely
have a greater disposition of engaging in the Type 2 actions. The characteristics Type 2 on the
other hand does show a notable disposition to engage in more violent and deviant Type 2 actions.
Table 15
Recidivist Offender Offense Action theme v. Characteristic Theme
Actions
Classifications

Characteristics Classification
Row Total
Type 1

Type 2

Hybrid

Mixed

Type 1

115 (46.6%)

82 (33.2%)

41 (16.6%)

9 (3.6%)

247

Type 2

193 (54.1%)

98 (27.5%)

56 (15.7%)

10 (2.8%)

357

Hybrid

73 (56.2%)

36 (27.7%)

15 (11.5%)

6 (4.6%)

130

Mixed

44 (54.3%)

19 (23.5%)

17 (21.0%)

1 (1.2%)

81

Table 16
Recidivist Offender Characteristic Theme v. Actions Theme
Characteristics
Classifications

Actions Classification
Row Total
Type 1

Type 2

Hybrid

Mixed

Type 1

115 (27.1%)

193 (45.4%)

73 (17.2%)

44 (10.4%)

425

Type 2

82 (34.9%)

98 (41.7%)

36 (15.3%)

19 (8.1%)

235

Hybrid

41 (31.8%)

56 (43.4%)

15 (11.6%)

17 (13.2%)

129

Mixed

9 (34.6%)

10 (38.5%)

6 (23.1%)

1 (3.8%)

26

Discussion
The current paper sought to take an empirical approach to the profiling of child molesters
for the purposes of a criminal investigation and clinical assessment by exploring behaviors
engaged in by these offenders during the course of these crimes. Additionally, the current work
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explored the characteristics of these offenders in the same manner. We assessed the relationship
between such variables and the MTC:CM3 A1, a clinically based classification structure. In
doing this, we attempted to behaviorally analyze offenders who offend sexually against children
in an attempt to derive a profile of such offenders for both clinical treatment and criminal
investigations.
Question Series One
We were able to successfully differentiate offenders into thematic subtypes based on the
correlations between behavioral variables. The Actions Type 1 offender was largely
characterized as opportunistic and indifferent. These offenders were known to offend against
victims with whom they had a familial relation, and they subsequently groomed these victims at
home. Research suggests that intrafamilial offenders tend not to retain atypical or deviant sexual
interests such as pedophilia, and tend to harbor higher degrees of impulsivity, thus indicating that
these offenders are more situational in offending, and engage with these victims as a substitute
for adult sexual engagements (Seto, Babchishin, Pullman, & McPhail, 2015). Often intrafamilial
victims are victimized by situational offenders due to availability (Robertiello & Terry, 2007).
Lannning (1992)’s morally indiscriminate offender, sexually indiscriminate offender, regressed
offender and inadequate offender, all situational offenders, would likely offend against a family
member due to substitution with an adult. Moreover, a preferential offender may marry and
sexually abuse a child, marriage being secondary to the overall goal of obtaining a child victim,
however, this is rare and likely not influential in the derived Type 1 theme (Lanning, 1992). The
offender being intoxicated at the time of the offense also made up the Type 1 actions theme.
Intoxication at the scene likely reduces the sexual inhibition of the offender. Gross and
colleagues (2001) found that intoxicated men often underappreciated the sexual
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inappropriateness of an actor's sexual behavior towards an actress, in a controlled experimental
design when compared to the control group (Gross, Bennett, Sloan, Marx, & Juergens, 2001). It
is posited that intoxication allows for offenders to find more acceptable their criminal behaviors
with regards to rape. Moreover, this offender theme likely also engaged in vaginal10 and/or
digital penetration. With this objective and comprehensive assessment in mind, the Actions Type
1 typology of offender is coined as the Callous-Opportunistic offender. The CallousOpportunistic title best represents the offenders’ indiscriminate behaviors in offending against a
family member likely due to availability and the ease at seduction and compliance due to the
already present trust between the offender and the victim. Hence, this title embodies the
opportunistic behaviors of the offender while at the same time taking into consideration the
callous and indiscriminate offending that this type of offender seeks to engage in.
The Actions Type 2 offender is best described as predatory and violent. This offending
theme included variables such as purposely hunting for a victim and offending against a stranger.
This type of behavior suggests that the offender is more brazen, goal-oriented, and calculated
(Lanning, 1992, Robertiello & Terry, 2007). This type of offender will often hunt in a public
location and offend in a public location as well. In the context of the crime, these offenders may
utilize weapons such as a gun, knife, or rope and will threaten the victim likely for compliance.
These offenders may also engage violently with the victim, which may reflect an attempt to gain
victim compliance or to satiate a sexually sadistic pathology (Lanning, 1992). This type of
offense theme also included anal penetration and offending against a male victim. Both of these
variables are noted to reflect an offender's increased level of deviancy (Hanson, Bussiere, &

10

Note that vaginal penetration was a non-differentiable variable for the Type 1 single offense offender, indicating
that it occurred in diverse spread throughout the offenders within the single offense offender sample.
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Kendall, 1998; Neuwirth & Eher, 2003). The latter behavior can be indicative of a sadistic
offender, who seeks to degrade the victim (Dietz & Warren, 1990). Offending against a male
victim may be attributable to preferentiality or indiscriminate offending by a greatly libidinous
offender (Hanson K., 2000). The Actions Type 2 offender did not reflect any MTC:CM3 A1
typology indicating that this type of behavioral theme does not reflect preferentiality or social
competence of an offender. The Actions Type 2 offender is coined as the Predatory-Deviant
offender. The predatory aspect of this offender reflects the offender's active pursual of a victim,
and the deviant aspect reflects the offender’s violent and potentially sexually pathological nature.
Both themes of behaviors for the single offense offender and recidivist offender were
thematically the same. Slight differences were present however, indicating either difference in
the greater thematic trends between the two groups or, in the case of lower frequency variables,
chance. Vaginal penetration and oral sex were non-differentiable for the single offense offenders,
indicating that they were present between both themes diversely, however, they were Type 1 and
Type 2 variables for the recidivist offender respectively. In addition, no weapon used was a Type
1 behavior for the single offense offender but a non-differentiable behavior for the recidivist
offender, indicating the same ubiquitous nature of this variable for the recidivist offender. The
offender supplying alcohol to the victim, grooming at a venue or business, and offending at a
hotel were Type 1 theme behaviors for the single offense offenders but Type 2 for the recidivist
offenders. Such variables can be interpreted in the context of both the Callous-Opportunistic
offender and the Predatory-Deviant offender particularly when it comes to goal-oriented
behaviors and opportunistic behaviors between recidivist and single offense offenders. For
example, the recidivist offender may have likely been more actively pursuing a victim at a venue
or a business, but for the single offense offender, it is likely to be due to chance and opportunity,
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given the nature of recidivist versus first offense offending. Nevertheless, there were no major
differences in themes between the recidivist and single offense offenders, and such differences
reflected the greater thematic affinities of both a first-time offense and a recidivist offense.
Question Series Two
We sought to assess if the offenders could be adequately classified into the behavioral
themes derived, or if most were either a mixture or hybrid of the two themes. We found that the
dominant behavioral themes could classify most of the offenders, with statistical significance for
both the recidivist and single offense offenders. We then aimed to understand the distribution of
offenders between the two dominant behavioral themes. We found that single offense offenders
were far more likely to classify as Callous-Opportunistic (Type 1) offenders than PredatoryDeviant (Type 2) offenders, wherein, most offenders classified as Callous-Opportunistic.
Conversely, we found that recidivist offenders were far more likely to classify as PredatoryDeviant offenders than Callous-Opportunistic, however, the difference between both was less
significant. The findings reflect a greater theme between the recidivist and single offense
offenders, that indicated that single offense offenders tend to be less deviant and goal-directed,
whereas offenders with a history of sexually offending against children tend to reflect more
deviant, and goal-directed behavior at the scene. The higher prevalence of the Predatory-Deviant
offender within the recidivist group falls in line with recidivism research suggesting that the
themes present in the Predatory-Deviant theme are correlated to reoffending, such as offending
against a male and offending against a stranger (Greenberg, Firestone, & Curry, 2000, Hanson &
Bussiere, 1998). Additionally, some academics argue that preferentiality is the single strongest
predictor that an offender will re-offend, hence the higher prevalence of more goal-oriented
behaviors (Predatory-Deviant) with the recidivist offenders is consistent with these arguments
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(Hanson K., 2000). The strength of the Predatory-Deviant to Callout-Opportunistic ratio of the
recidivist offender was likely not as strong as the Callous-Opportunistic to Predatory-Deviant
ratio for the single offense offender because of the nature of the Predatory-Deviant theme. Such a
theme, as reflected in the previous discussion, represents an incredibly deviant offender willing
to engage in violent behaviors and engage in brazen acts, such as hunting and offending against a
stranger in public locations. Hence, the degree to which even the single offense offenders
classify into this behavioral theme is lesser given the brazen nature of such offenders.
Nevertheless, the thematic behavioral subgroups can differentiate a sample of offenders very
well. Moreover, the distribution of the behavioral themes of offenders speaks to the greater
nature of recidivist offenders versus single offense offenders.
A closer analysis through frequency comparison of both the single offense offenders and
recidivist offense offender’s engagement in individual behavioral variables can aid in attenuating
on the greater thematic differences whilst also emphasizing the importance of recidivism versus
first-time offending as a variable that may be derived from the analysis of the crime scene. The
greatest difference was violence against the victim. Recidivist offenders were far more often to
be violent towards the victim than were single offense offenders. This falls in line with the
existing literature which finds a strong association between violence and sexual recidivism
(Firestone, Nunes, Moulden, Broom, & Bradforn, 2005). In addition, such offenders were more
often to offend against a male victim as well, and as mentioned earlier, this behavior is
associated with recidivism as well (Hanson & Bussiere, 1998). Single offenders were more likely
to engage in vaginal penetration and offend at a home or residence. These findings further
suggest that the recidivist offender is more likely to embody the Predatory-Deviant behavioral
theme than is the single offense offender, who is likely to reflect the Callout-Opportunistic
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theme. In regard to the specific variable differences, offending against a male victim may reflect
an offender that has greater preferentiality or high more selective of a victim, or it may also
possibly represent an offender who offends indiscriminately against male and female victims,
either way, both reflect the nature of a recidivist offender. In regard to offending at a home or
residence, this best reflects an offender who engages with a victim due to opportunity, and likely
does so in a manner that substitutes sexual interaction with a consenting adult. Nevertheless, the
frequency analysis of the individual behaviors enables a closer look at the differences between
single offense offenders and recidivist offenders.
Question Series Three
We first aimed to assess the distribution of offenders across classifications of MTC:CM3
A1 in the single offense offender and the recidivist offenders separately. Single offense offenders
were far more likely to classify as Type Two on the MTC:CM3 A1. This indicates that these
offenders are often more likely to be of low fixation and low social competence. This finding
revealed that offenders without a history of offending against a child are likely to be
opportunistic in offending as opposed to fixated on a child. Moreover, it indicates that such
offenders have a lower degree of social aptitude. The recidivist offense offender was far more
likely to classify as Type Zero on the MTC:CM3 A1 indicating that offenders with a history of
sex offenses against a child are more likely to be of high fixation, but low social competence.
This indicates that an offender who has a history of offending against children sexually, it likely
to have pedophilic interest. As mentioned in the former section of the discussion, pedophilic
interest is argued to be a very strong indicator of recidivism in the existing literature (Hanson K.,
2000). Given that low social competence was prevalent for both the single offense offenders and
recidivist offenders, the level of social competence is not best predicted by an offender’s offense
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history. Nevertheless, an offender’s history of offending in such a manner is a good indicator of
their level of fixation.
We additionally aimed to assess if an offender’s behavioral theme predicted their
placement on the MTC:CM3 A1. We found that an offender’s behavioral theme was not a good
predictor of their placement on the MTC:CM3 A1, and that such placement reflected the greater
trends of the particular sample of offenders that were tested. This suggests that an offender’s
behaviors cannot predict their level of fixation or social competence in such a crime. The
Predatory-Deviant offender may be fixated or may be indiscriminate and offend against all ages.
In addition, such an offender may have a heightened level of social competence, hence be able to
engage with or groom a stranger victim at a public location, or they may have low social
competence whereby they rely on the use of weapons and or threats to control a victim in a
public location (Douglas & Munn, 1992). On the other hand, the Callous-Opportunistic offender
may have a preferential fixation for a child victim that is satiated with a victim that is related to
the offender, or they engage with such a victim indiscriminately to satiate sexual propensities.
Regardless, such offenders may have either a reduced level of social competence, hence they
choose to victimize a child that they already have the trust of, or they can be of high social
competence, but do not need to hunt for a victim in order to satiate any psychological
propensities. The major takeaway in these references is that the level of fixation was best
measured by the offender's history of child sexual abuse, as opposed to the behavioral themes,
however, the behavioral themes may have an indirect relationship. Nevertheless, regardless of
whether the offender is predatorial and deviant or callous and impulsive, both can retain
offenders that have a high or low level of pedophilic fixation, and both can retain offenders that
have a high or low level of social competence.
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Question Series Four
We aimed to assess if there was a substantial difference between the single offense
offender and recidivist offenders' placement on the four typologies of the MTC:CM3 A1. It was
found that single offense offenders were more likely to be of Type Two, low fixation and low
social competence, or Type Three, low fixation, and high social competence in comparison to the
recidivist offenders. Single offense offenders were less likely to be high fixation and low social
competence, and high fixation high social competence, although the latter was not statistically
significant. This emphasizes that the single offense offender generally does not hold fixated
interest in sexually offending against children and that such offenses are often opportunistic.
Although a direct correlation between the Callous-Opportunistic theme and the Type Two and
Type Three MTC:CM3 A1 classification were not statistically correlated, the current analysis
reveals an indirection relationship, given the single offense offenders presence on low fixation
classification and this sample of offender’s lower prevalence on high fixation classifications. In
regard to the recidivist offender, these offenders were more likely to classify as Type Zero on the
MTC:CM3 A1, indicating a high level of fixation and a low level of social competence, and were
more likely to classify on Type One as well, as high fixation and high social competence,
although the latter was not statistically significant. This reveals that recidivist offenders are
generally more likely to be fixated offenders with a higher level of preferentiality for offending
against a child. As with the single offense offenders, such a statistical correlation does potentially
suggest an indirect relationship between the Predatory-Deviant offender and the Type Zero and
Type 1 classifications given the more heightened representation of this theme with the recidivist
offender.
Question Series Five
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We were able to successfully thematically differentiate an offender’s characteristics
based on the geometric correlation of the characteristic variables. The Type 1 characteristics
theme is best characterized as a theme that reflected successful life outcomes. Characteristics
associated with this offender theme included not graduating high school or obtaining a GED,
never marrying, unemployment, having mental health pathologies such as a neuropsychological
deficit, or an intellectual disability. These offenders also often had a criminal history that
pertained to controlled substances, assault, theft, and burglary. Together, these variables
characterize an offender that is more persistently unsuccessful in psychosocial realms, and their
offending behavior, although not an expected crime in the presence of these characterological
variables, is more overt than the unsuspecting Type 2 characteristic theme.
The Type 2 characteristics theme is a theme that reflected enhanced life success and life
outcomes. Characteristics associated with this theme included attending college, attending
graduate or professional school, marrying, and being employed as a white-collar employee.
Additional characteristics associated with this theme included jobs in which the offender had
access to children such as being a teacher, coach, or clergy member. Given the successful life
histories, their offending behaviors are more poorly predictable or covert.
Both differentiable characterological themes were generally the same between the single
offense offenders and the redivivus offenders and differences were minimal. Having a high
school diploma or GED was non-differentiable for the single offense offender but a Type 2
variable for the recidivist offender. Moreover, being a blue-collar employee was a nondifferentiating variable for the recidivist but a Type 1 variable for the single offense offender.
For the recidivist offender, working in the service industry, being widowed, and having
committed a robbery in the past were Type 2 variables, whereas they were Type 1 variables for
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the single offense offender. Finally, menacing was a type 2 variable for the single offense
offender but a Type 1 variable for the recidivist offender. Such differences may reflect greater
differences in the themes of the single offense offenders versus recidivist offense offenders and
are of negligible impact on the nature of the individual themes themselves.
Question Series Six
We sought to assess if the offenders could be adequately classified into the
characterological themes derived, or if most were either a mixture or hybrid of the two themes.
We found that the dominant characteristic themes could classify most of the offenders, with
statistical significance for both the recidivist and single offense offenders. We then aimed to
understand the distribution of offenders between the two dominant characteristic themes. The
single offense offender overwhelmingly classified into the Type 1 characteristic theme,
indicating that offenders without a history of such offenses are likely to be of reduced life
success, and more overt in offending. This finding may reveal that single offense offenders’
more impulsive life engagements may indeed reflect more overt offending behaviors. The
recidivist offender mostly classified into the Type 1 characteristic theme to a lesser extent,
indicating that an offender who recidivates is less represented by an offender with a lesser degree
of social life success. Moreover, this indicates that there is a higher prevalence of covert
offending behaviors with a recidivist offender then there is with the single offender, revealing
that a recidivist offender is more likely to have increased life success than and the single
offender. Recent research supports the findings indicating that greater concern must be given
with regard to which the environment children are placed in, rather than assuming that only
stranger offend sexually against children, an instance that is very rare both in the current research
and in existing research, which suggests that the offender usually knows the victim (Finkelhor
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D., 2009). Nevertheless, both the single offense offender sample and the recidivist offender
sample mostly retained offenders that were characterologically Type 1 offenders, or reduced life
success, hence overt.
We aimed to further explore these trends by assessing if there are any substantial
characterological differences between single offense offenders and recidivist offenders. The
largest difference was heterosexual sexual orientation. Single offense offenders were less likely
to be of heterosexual sexual orientation. Homosexual and bisexual sexual orientation were
slightly more likely to be associated with the recidivist offense offenders, however, this
difference was minimal. Hence, in regard to sexual orientation, heterosexual orientation was
such a ubiquitous variable in general that it was non-differentiable for both the Type 1 and Type
2 offenders, and since bisexuality and homosexuality were not substantially different between
single and recidivist offenders, sexual orientation is likely not of utility in offender profiling.
Moreover, having a history of adult sexual assault was notably more strongly associated with
recidivist offenders than single offense offenders. Given the nature of recidivist offending, it is
not particularly surprising that recidivist offenders have a higher rate of other sexual assault
offenses as well. Note that recidivist offenders hold all of the exhibitionism cases, all of the
voyeurism cases, and all of the computer crime related cases, which further emphasizes the
libidinous and perhaps pathological nature of the recidivist sex offender. Nevertheless, the
frequency analysis of the individual characteristics enables a closer look at the differences
between single offense offenders and recidivist offenders.
Question Series Seven
We aimed to assess if there was an association between the characterological theme of
the offender and classification on the MTC:CM3 A1. For the single offender, we found that Type
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1 characteristics were remarkably more likely to be associated with MTC:CM3 A1 Type Two,
indicating that such offenders retaining the Type 1 characteristics theme are often most often of
low social competence and low fixation. In addition, these offenders were statistically
significantly less likely to be associated with Type Three of axis one indicating such offenders
are less likely to be of low fixation and low social competence. The Type 2 characteristic theme
predicted Type 3 on axis one of the MTC:CM3 which revealed that these offenders are often of
lower fixation but higher social competence. Moreover, the characteristics Type 2 theme was
significantly less likely to be associated with axis one Type 2, revealing that these offenders are
less likely to be of low fixation and low social competence. When comparing both themes
against each other, analysis revealed that the characteristics type 1 theme was substantially more
closely associated with MTC:CM3 A1 Type two, revealing that these offenders are of low
fixation and low social competence. Conversely, the characteristics type 2 themed offenders
were far more likely to be associated with the MTC:CM3 A1 Type Three classification
indicating that these offenders are more likely to be of low fixation but higher social competence.
For the recidivist offenders, we found that the Type 1 characteristics theme was more
retained more axis one Type Zero offenders, revealing that these offenders are of low social
competence and high fixation. Moreover, the Type 1 characteristics theme was also associated
with axis one Type 2, which reveals an offender of low fixation and low social competence. The
characteristics Type 1 offender was not likely to be associated with the axis one Type 1
indicating that these offenders were not likely to be of high fixation and high social competence.
In regard to the Type 2 characteristic theme for the recidivist offenders, a higher number than
expected of these offenders classified into axis one Type One, revealing that these offenders are
often of higher social competence. Moreover, these offenders were not likely to classify into axis
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one Type Zero and Type Two, indicating that these offenders are not likely to be of high fixation
and low social competence or of low fixation and low social competence. When comparing the
characteristic themes against each other for the recidivist offenders, the Type 1 characteristic
theme was far more likely to be associated with Type Zero and Type Two classification on the
MTC:CM3, whereas the Type 2 characteristic theme offender was more likely to classify on
Type 1 and Type Three, axis one classifications, although the latter was not statistically
significant. This reveals that the characteristics type 1 offenders are likely to be low social
competence but either of high fixation or low fixation. And the Type 2 characteristic theme is
likely to be of high social competence, but of either high or low fixation.
In comparing both the single offense offenders and recidivist offense offender’s thematic
associations on the MTC:CM3 A1, it can be posited that characterological theme does not
predict the level of fixation, however, it can predict the level of social competence on the
MTC:CM3 A1. Wherein, regardless of the characteristic theme presented by the offender, the
offender may be either of low fixation or high fixation, however, the Type 1 characteristic theme
is associated with low social competence whereas the characteristic Type 2 theme is associated
with higher social competence. Additionally, single offense offenders are generally more
strongly associated with lower fixation, whereas recidivist offenders are more closely associated
with a higher level of fixation. These findings in mind, the Type 1 characteristic theme is coined
the Overt-Socially Incompetent offender, given the overtness of the offense behavior in the
context of the offenders’ life-success theme as well as the themes association with socially
incompetent strata of the MTC:CM3 A1. Additionally, the Type 2 characteristic theme is coined
the Covert-Socially Competent offender, given the covertness or unexpected predictability of the
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offense behavior in the context of the offenders’ life success, and the association of this
characteristic with the socially competent strata of the MTC:CM3 A1.
Question Series Eight
In this final research question, we sought to assess if the developed behavioral theme
could be associated with the characterological theme. For the single offender, we found that
regardless of the actions theme exhibited at the crime scene, offenders were more likely to be
associated with the Overt-Socially Incompetent theme versus the Overt-Socially Competent
theme. Conversely, regardless of the characteristics theme retained by the offenders, the
offenders were most likely to be associated with the Callous-Opportunistic behavioral theme
versus the Predatorial Deviant theme. Given that offenders were differentiated into two broad
typologies to form a spectrum of offenders, it is not surprising that one characterological theme
does not closely align with another characterological theme. Since offenders can range in the
degree to which they reflect a particular theme, more variability exists than if subthemes were
additionally developed. In terms of the overall trends, the Predatory-Deviant theme was not
greatly exhibited in the offense behaviors in general, making it more of a rarer behavioral theme
in terms of both characterological themes. The nature of the Predatory-Deviant theme,
characterizing brazen, goal-oriented, and aggressive actions explains why it is a rarer offending
theme with both offenders.
For the recidivist offender, we found that regardless of the actions classification, an
offender is more likely to classify in the Overt-Socially Incompetent theme than in the CovertSocially Competent theme, however, the distribution of offenders is more even than with the
single offense offenders. With regards to the characteristics classification of the recidivist
offenders, interesting, regardless of the characteristics classification, offenders are slightly more
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likely to classify into the Predatory-Deviant actions theme than the Callous-Opportunistic theme,
which emphasizes the nature of the recidivist offender. This reveals that the recidivist offender is
likely to be more aggressive, deviant, and goal-directed in offending against a child sexually.
Given the nature of repeated sexual offending against a child, this trend is theoretically
supported. Nevertheless, an offender's characterological theme and behavioral theme are not
associated, but greater trends in recidivist offending and single offense offenses can be noted
from the differences in presentation across these offender themes.
Conclusions
Findings and Implications in Criminal Profiling | The existing literature on the criminal
profiling of these particular offenders from the perspective of law enforcement is relatively
limited. Canter, Hughes, and Kirby (1998) assessed a smaller sample (N=97) of individuals who
offend sexually against children and attempted to differentiate such offenders based on three
distinct themes of behaviors, finding support for an aggressive, criminal-opportunist, and
intimate offender, however, finding considerable overlap between the typologies. Lanning
(1992) utilized experiential knowledge to classify offenders based on the level of preferentiality
and subgrouping offenders therein. The current study aimed to assess an offender’s behaviors as
well as characteristics in an empirical manner, and create a linear understanding of these
offenders based on a spectrum in which such offenders can fall. In terms of the findings by
Canter, Hughes, and Kirby (1998), the current study found that it is best to assess these offenders
on a bidirectional spectrum, not a three-directional spectrum as was the case with their results.
This is because the themes they describe as the intimate theme, can be found to be implicated
within either of the two behavioral themes developed in the current study, and the theme itself is
not a strong enough standalone theme to be differentiable. Moreover, having a three-directional
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perspective of these offenders blurs thematic lines in terms of differentiating these offenders at
the crime scene. They mention this to be the case between the criminal-opportunist offender and
aggressive offender. A bidirectional spectrum may constrain and complicate an offender’s
placement on the spectrum. However, providing more than two thematic groups may reduce the
level of heterogeneity of the offender groups themselves, thus making such groups easier to
correlate to characteristic themes.
Lanning (1992) created distinct subgroups of offenders. This approach, although
beneficial in constructing a detailed and attenuated focus on the type of offender, constrains the
placement of offenders to a rigid structure. Moreover, the current research found that the crime
scene is best analyzed based on a behavioral theme and that the offender’s level of fixation is not
reflected in the behavioral themes that these types of offenders’ exhibit at their crimes. When it
comes to fixation, what Lanning (1992) describes as preferential or situational, is best predicted
by an offender's offense history and not criminal actions directly, but that an offender's
characteristics can reveal their level of social competence. Support for Lanning’s (1992)
situational versus preferential typological organization may come in the form of the indirect
relationship between the current study’s Predatory-Deviant theme being more highly reflected
with the recidivist offenders who were often classified as high in fixation, versus the CallousOpportunistic offender who more closely associated with the single offense offender and who
often classified as low in fixation. Although it is posited that a rigid typological tree such as
Lanning’s may not be best in profiling offenders from their behaviors, it may provide utility in
classifying offenders in general.
The current study offers new perspectives into the profiling of offenders who offend
sexually against children, emphasizing the importance of a thematic approach, and a dynamic
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and linear understanding of the behaviors of the offender as well as the offenders’ characteristics.
The study took an empirical approach and assessed separately, the single offense offender and
recidivist offender, finding notable differences between the two offenders in terms of offending
theme, and MTC:CM3 A1 placement. In addition, the current study also profiled offenders from
their personal characteristics and assessed the connection between these characterological themes
and MTC:CM3 A1 placement as well as the offender’s concurrent placement on the derived
behavioral themes in an attempt to draw the existing investigative research together. In terms of
the implications for the notable existing literature, the current study adds additional
understandings to the range of behaviors and offenders that engage in this offense conduct and
how this reflects a clinical understanding. The difficulty in profiling offenders from a behavioral
spectrum is the ability to draw inferences about an offender's characteristics from the placement
on the spectrum. As opposed to a finite typological scale where direct inferences can be made
from typological placement, the continuous and thus infinite placement of an offender on a
bidirectional thematic spectrum, like the one developed in the current study, can make it difficult
to not only produce empirical research that attempts to find an association between behavioral
themes but for investigators to assess the crime scene and derive inferences about the offenders.
In conducting the current study, we hope to motivate further research into the potential for subfacets or sub-themes within the current behavioral themes so that correlation between actions and
characteristics can be more attenuated and thus increase the chance that behavioral groupings are
associated with characterological aspects of the offender.
Findings and Implications in Clinical Understandings | The current research implicated the
MTC:CM3 A1 into the analysis in an effort to better understand how clinical understandings of
an offender can be derived from not only their offense behavior but characterological makeup.
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Although an offender's actions are not a good predictor of their MTC:CM3 A1 placement, their
characterological criminal profile as well as their history of related offense behavior were strong
predictors of an offender's placement on this scale. Particularly, the dominant characteristic
theme was a good predictor of an offender’s level of social competence, and the history of
offending behavior was a good predictor of the offender's level of fixation. Clinicians can
potentially implicate the current findings if they have knowledge of their patient's offense history
or their past personal history. In terms of dangerousness and pathological severity, the recidivist
covert-socially competent offender would be likely the most clinically challenging offender to
treat. On the other end of this, the single offense, overt-socially incompetent may have a higher
potential in terms of treatment, as the issue likely not lies in pedophilic interest but psychosocial
concerns.
Limitations | The data used for this study were archival, and the archival nature of this study
presents some potential complications. Firstly, not all data obtained was obtained for the
purposes of scientific research, as much of the data may have been collected based on police
reports, court proceedings, clinical documentation, and for other reasons. An additional
limitation is the sample population being implicated in the state of New Jersey only. Although
the generalizability of the offenders in the sample can be applied to other states in the U.S., the
legislation and adjudicative processes that occur in New Jersey may differ from other states thus
potentially altering the sample of offenders through the mediation of some unknown variable.
Moreover, interrater reliability can potentially be an issue especially for descriptive data that was
not originally coded by research assistants but by the current researcher such as grooming
location and offense location. Nonsexual criminal history was also coded manually by the
current researcher. The appendix provides information on how these two descriptors were coded.
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Moreover, the sample was an all-male sample, so the applicability of the findings to female
offenders must be further investigated. Lastly, the number of offenders who were coded in an
MTC:CM3 A1 classification was far less than the total number of offenders within the sample,
which may impact the external reliability of MTC:CM3 A1 typology and the offender’s presence
on a behavioral and well as characterological theme.
Future Directions | The purpose of the study was to be able to differentiate offenders who
sexually offend against children, based on their actions or behaviors in the context of the crime,
and then assess if conclusions can be drawn about the offender from the actions exhibited. In
doing this, the study sought to provide empirical data for investigators who investigate such
crimes, and clinicians who treat these offenders. Although it is difficult to derive an offender's
characteristics from their actions, the themes of behaviors and two themes of characteristics were
noted with such offenders. Moreover, the characteristics theme of an offender is reflective of an
offender’s level of social competence on the MTC:CM3 A1, and the previous history of
offending sexually against a child were good predictors of an offender's level of fixation on the
same scale. In addition, an offender’s placement on the characteristics theme as well and
behavioral themes are notably different if based on if they are recidivists of single offenders.
With the foundation of behavioral and characteristic themes in place, future research should
attenuate on subthemes within these major behavioral themes, so that more accurate conclusions
can be derived about the offender's characteristics. Although offender psychological profiling
can aid investigators in conducting criminal investigations, narrowing suspect pools, predicting
offense behaviors, deriving characteristics of an offender, and interviewing offenders, it is not
what solves crimes, and unfortunately, the general public and even the psychologist can be
blinded by the aggrandizement of such practices in the course of a criminal investigation thanks
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to media depiction. What solves crimes is good quality, dedicated, and strategic police work. An
offender’s criminal behaviors are often too complex, infinite in combination, degree, and
etiological attributability, as well as situationally variability to be understand directly causal
characteristics. The current work seeks to be a tool for investigators, provide insight to the
public, provide empirically backed decision-making tools for the informed clinician, and foster
additional research in this underserved realm of research.

Appendix
A. 1
Sampling Dictionary
Samples

Description

Single Offense Offender Offender has no recorded history or admitted history of a
sex offense against a child
Recidivist Offender Offender has a recorded history or a self-admitted history of
a sex offense against a child.

A. 2
Actions/Behaviors Coding Dictionary
Offense Behavior/Action

Description

Adult Sexual Assault Offender engaged in adult sexual assault at the
index offense.
Exhibitionism Offender engaged in exhibitionism at the index
offense.
Voyeurism Offender engaged in voyeurism at the index
offense.
Computer Related Sex Crime Offender engaged in a computer-related sex
offense at the index offense.
More than One Victim Offender engaged in the index offense with or
more victims.
Fondle The offender fondled the victim/s at the index
offense
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Oral Sex The offender engaged in oral sex with the
victim/s at the index offense.
Digital Penetration Digital penetration occurred at the index offense.
Vaginal Penetration Vaginal penetration occurred at the index offense.
Anal Penetration Anal penetration occurred at the index offense.
Offender Intoxicated Offender was intoxicated at the time of the index
offense.
Offender Supplied Alcohol or Drugs Offender Supplied alcohol or drugs to the
victim/s at the index offense.
Male Victim Offender victimized a male victim at the index
offense.
Victim Immediate Family Victim/s was an immediate family member to
offender.
Victim Extended Family Victim/s was an extended family member to the
offender.
Victim Stepfamily Victim/s was a stepfamily member to the
offender.
Victim Acquaintance Victim/s was an acquaintance to the offender.
Victim Stranger Victim/s was a stranger and had no prior
connection or relationship to the offender.
Offender Violent Offender was violent towards the victim/s at the
index offense.
Gun Offender brandished or utilized a gun at the index
offense.
Knife Offender brandished or utilized a gun at the index
offense.
Rope Offender utilized rope at the index offense.
No Weapon Offender did not use a weapon at the index
offense
Hunted Offender was at the grooming location for the
sole purpose of luring a victim.
Pornography Pornography was involved in the index offense.
Threatened Victim Offender threatened the victim at the index
offense.
Groomed Distantly Groomed victim from a distance, not direct
contact.
Computer
Telephone
Videogame
Letter/Mail
Groomed/Offended at Home or Residence Groomed or offended (groom and offended
variables separate) against victim at some
residence. Examples include but are not limited
to:
Offender Residence
Victim Residence
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Groomed/Offended at Public Location

Groomed/Offended at School or Related

Groomed/Offended at Business or Venue

Offended at Hotel

A. 3
Characteristics Coding Dictionary

134
Youth Home
Shelter
Family Residence
Acquaintance Residence
Tenant
Offender groomed or offended (groomed and
offended variables separate) against victim in a
public location. Examples include but are not
limited to:
Park/Playground/Pool
Street
Community Event
Apartment Complex
Public Transportation
Offender groomed or offended (groomed and
offended variables separate) against victim at
school or a related organization. Examples
include but are not limited to:
School grounds
Afterschool Program
School Sports
Daycare Program
Summer Camp
Exchange Program
Church or Youth Group
Offender groomed or offended (groomed and
offended variables separate) against victim at a
venue or business. Examples include but are not
limited to:
Victim or Offender Place of Employment
Carnival
Theater
Restaurant/Bar
Store
Skating Rink
Fair/Amusement Part
Offended against victim at a hotel or motel.
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Description

Heterosexual Offender identifies sexual orientation as
heterosexual
Homosexual Offender identifies sexual orientation as
homosexual.
Bisexual Offender identifies sexual orientation as bisexual.
Some Grade School Offender has engaged in grade school but has
never successfully graduated from primary
education (12th grade).
Highschool Diploma or GED Offender has graduated high school and obtained
their diploma or has obtained an equivalency
degree.
Some College Offender has engaged in some college education
a 2-year program or a trade school.
Four Year College Offender has graduated from a 4-year program at
a college or university.
Graduate or Professional Degree Offender has graduated from a graduate (ex:
M.A., M.S., M.B.A., etc.) or professional degree
(ex: M.D., J.D., Ph.D., D.O., etc.) program.
Graduate degree programs include but are not
limited t
Never Married The offender was never married.
Married The offender was married.
Lived with Partner Offender was not married but lived with partner.
Divorced or Separated Offender was divorced or separated.
Widowed Offender was widowed.
Has Children or Stepchildren The offender has children or stepchildren
Unemployed Offender was unemployed at time of
incarceration.
White Collar Offender was employed in a whitecollar/professional position.
Blue Collar Offender was employed in a blue-collar/skill or
trade position.
Service Industry Offender was employed in the service industry.
Teacher Offender was a teacher and had access to children
through this position.
Scout Leader Offender was a scout leader and had access to
children through this position.
Coach Offender was a coach and had access to children
through this position.
Clergy Offender was a clergy member and had access to
children through this position.
Day Care Provider Offender was a daycare provider and had access
to children through this position.
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Mental Health Pathology Offender had been diagnosed with mental
retardation, or retains neuropsychological
deficits, or has an intellectual impairment.
History of Computer Related Sex Crime Offender has a criminal history of computerrelated sex crimes.
History of Adult Sexual Assault Offender has a criminal history of adult sexual
assault.
History of Voyeurism Offender has a criminal history of voyeurism.
History of Exhibitionism Offender has a criminal history of exhibitionism.
History of Robbery Offender has a criminal history of robbery, armed
or unarmed.
History of Theft Offender has a history of theft or theft-related
offenses. Examples include but are not limited to:
Theft
Receiving Stolen Property
Shoplifting
Grand Theft Auto
Fraud
History of Assault Offender has a criminal history of assault or
battery. This may include with or without a
weapon.
Burglary Offender has a criminal history of burglary.
History of Possession Offender has a criminal history of possession of a
controlled substance or related offense. This may
include but is not limited to:
Possession of a controlled substance
Possession of drug paraphernalia
Manufacturing a controlled substance
History of Property Crime Offender has a criminal history of property
crimes. This may include but is not limited to:
Graffiti
Arson
Property Damage
History of Menacing Offender has a history of menacing or
threatening. This may include but is not limited
to:
Terroristic threats
Threats of Violence
Harassment
Stalking
History of Obstruction Offender has a criminal history of obstruction.
This may include but is not limited to:
Resisting arrest
Obstructing police
Hindering apprehension
Contempt
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Failure to Register
Violation of Parole/Probation
Tampering with Evidence
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